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Introduction

This chapter explains signal detection theory (SOT) and illustrates the remarkablevariety of
problems to which it can be applied. When it was first developed (by the author of this
chapter, among others), SOT revolutionized the way we think about the perfonnanceof sensory
tasks, by explaining how perfonnancedependsnot only on sensory infonnation, but
also on decision processes. The theory also provided ways to disentanglethesetwo aspects
of perfonnance- to decompose.or separate the underlying operations into sensory and
decision processes and to decidewhether the decision processis optimal, given the sensory
infonnation. Now , after four decadesof research
, we are led to the surprising conclusionthat
, are
many taskswe perfonn, in domainsranging &om memory recall to airplanemaintenance
analogousto sensorydetection, and can be analyzedwithin the &amework of this theory.
SOT assertsthat perfonnancein a discrimination or detection task must be divided into at
least two stages. In the first stage, infonnation about some situation is collected; in the second
"
"
is evaluated for decision making. The signal provided by the first
stage, this" signal
" which is to
say, mixed with irrelevant material, and the secondstage
stage is often noisy,
must evaluatethe noisy signal provided by the first stage. To take a simple example, if an
observertries to decidewhether shehearsa faint sound, the messagereachingher brain may
be contaminatedby noise, such as the variable soundsof her own pulse and breathing. One
. But the observer has
consequenceof the noise is that decisionswill sometimesbe wrong
'
somecontrol over the errors that she makes. To useJohn Swetss terminology, there are two
types of errors: false positives (e.g ., assertingyou heard something when there was nothing
there) and false negatives(e.g ., assertingyou did not hear anything when there really was a
sound). SOT explains how an observer can reducethe chanceof one type of error, but only
at the cost of increasingthe chanceof the other. (Can you seehow a jury verdict might be a
falsepositive or a falsenegative error, and how trying to reduceone type of error will affect
the chanceof the other?) SOT also predicts how observerswill choose to balancethe two
types of errors.
SOT has its origins in work on noisy communication systems. Oevices such as radars,
radios, and TVs are all susceptibleto electrical interference(one type of noise) and the engineering
"
"
problem was how to determine when there was a signal (e.g ., a radar image of a
missile) within the obscuring noise. The big insight for psychology was that all communications
systems, whether they be sensory systems, messageswithin the brain, or messages
between people, have to deal with noise, particularly when the signal is weak. Early studies
on perception showed that in audition and vision, the messagethat reached the brain
was indeed noisy. Later studies showed that the retrieval of a weak memory could also be
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desaibed as an attempt to find the signal (memory) in the noise. SHII other studies have
shown that a radiologist examining an Xray for evidenceof canceror an airplane technician
examining a plane for evidenceof stresscracksfacesa similar situaHon, as Swetsdescribesin
this chapter. Other researchshows that SDT can be applied to other important social questions
, such as the reliability of blood tests for AIDS. Unfortunately, too few people yet
appreciatethe importanceand broad applicability of SDT.
The work that Swets has done on many pracHcal problems exemplifies the deep contributions
that psychology can make. Swets discusses how a doctor examinesan Xray for
evidence of cancer. If you have ever seen an Xray , you know that it presents a vague
shadowy image. The doctor's task is to make a decision on the basis of this vague image.
This exampleillustratesa property of many decision-making situations. There may be several
tell-tale signs of cancerin the Xray , and the doctor must combine this information. Because
this is often difficult to do reliably, Swets and his colleagueshave developed computer programs
to help doctors in this situation. This applicaHon makesusejointly of the strengths of
humans and machines, and is therefore especially interesting in the context of cognitive
science.And SDT can makeimportant contributions to many other practicaldecision-making
situations. It does not surpriseus that in the 1994 White House policy report Sciencein the
'
National Interest
, Swetss work on signal detection theory and its applicability in an array of
stakes
decision
high
making setHngs was selected to illustrate the importance of basic
behavioral scienceresearch.
'
Although there is a differencein terminology between Swetss discussionof the decision
'
problem in detection and Wickenss discussionof the testing of statistical hypotheses(chap.
12, this volume), you will discover strong similarities.
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13 .1 Introduction

13.1.1 Detection , Recognition , and Diagnostic Tasks
Detection and recognition are fundamental tasks that underlie most complex
behaviors . As defined here, they serve to distinguish between two
alternative , confusable stimulus categories . The task of detection is to
determine whether a specified stimulus (of category A , say) is present or
not . For example , is a specified weak light (or specified weak sound , pressure
"
"
, aroma, etc.) present or not ? If not , we can say that a null stimulus
(of category B) is present . The task of recognition is to determine whether
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a stimulus known to be present is of category A or category B. For example
, is this item familiar or new? The responses given in these tasks correspond
" "
1 "
directly to the stimulus categories : the observer says A or ' 8.
The task of diagnosis can be either detection or recognition , or both .
In the cases of detection and recognition , the focus of this chapter will be
on tasks devised for the psychology laboratory , as in the study of perception
, memory , and cognition . In the case of diagnosis , the focus here
will be on practical tasks, such as predicting severe weather , finding cracks
in airplane wings , and determining guilt in criminal investigations . As a
specific example of diagnosis , is there something abnormal on this Xray
image , and, if so, does it represent a malignant or a benign condition ?
Diagnoses are often made with high stakes and, indeed , are often matters
of life and death.
In the tasks of primary interest , an organism , usually a human , makes observation
repeatedly or routinely and each time makes a two - alternative
choice based on that observation . Though considered explicitly here only
in passing, the ideas of this chapter apply as well to observations (or
measurements) and choices made by machines.
'
13.1.2 The Tasks Two Component Processes: Discrimination and
Decision
Present understanding of these tasks acknowledges that they involve two
independent cognitive processes one of discrimination and one of decision
. In brief , a discrimination process assesses the degree to which the
evidence in the observation (for example , perceptual , memorial , or cognitive
evidence ) favors the existence of a stimulus of category A relative to
B. A decision process, on the other hand , determines how strong the evidence
must be in favor of alternative A (or B) in order to make response
A (or B), and chooses A (or B) after each observation depending on
whether or not the requisite strength of evidence is met . We may think of
the strength of evidence as lying along a continuum from weak to strong
and the organism as setting a cutoff along the continuum - a " decision
"
criterion , such that an amount of evidence above the criterion leads to a
response of A and an amount below , to a response of B.
The observed behaviors in such tasks need to be separated or IIdecomposed
"
, so that the discrimination and decision processes can be evaluated
separately and independently . We want to measure the acuity of discrimination
- how well the observer assesses the evidence - without
regard
to the appropriateness of the placement of the decision criterion ; and we
want to measure the location of the decision criterion - whether strict ,
moderate , or lenient , say- without regard to the acuity of discrimination .
One reason to decompose is that an observed change in behavior may
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reflect a change in the discrimination or the decision process. Another
reason is that certain variables in the environment or in the person will
have an influence on observed behavior through their effect on the discrimination
process while other variables will be mediated by the decision
.
we want to measure what is regarded as a basic process of
Often
process
discrimination , as an inherent capacity of the individual , in a way that is
unaffected by decision processes that may vary from one individual to
another and within an individual from one time to another . But as we
shall also see, there are instances in which the decision process is the center
of attention .

13.1.3 Diagnosing BreastCancerby Mammography: A CaseStudy
The detection, recognition, and diagnostic tasks, and the decomposition
of their performance data into discrimination and decision processes,
are illustrated here by the diagnostic task that faces the radiologist in
interpreting X-ray mammograms. Radiological interpretations assessthe
strength of the evidenceindicative of breastcancerand provide a basisfor
deciding whether to recommend some further action. For our purposes,
we shall consider the Xrays as belonging to either stimulus category A ,
"
"
"
"
cancer, or stimulus category B, no cancer ; and the corresponding
response alternative to be a recommendation of surgery "to provide"
breast tissue for pathology confirmation (i.e., a biopsy) or a no action
"
"
recommendationbecausethe breast is deemed normal as far as cancer
is concerned.
13.1.3.1 Readinga Mammogram
It will help here to be concrete about how mammogramsare interpreted
"
"
visually (how they are read )- that is, what perceptual features of the
image are taken as evidencefor cancer. And later in the chapter, we shall
seehow perceptualstudies can improve both the acuity of radiologists in
into
assessingthose featuresand their ability to combine the assessments
a decision.
Radiologists look for ten to twenty visible featuresof a mammogram
that indicate, to varying degrees, the existence of cancer. A perceptual
feature is a well-defined aspector attribute of a mammogramor of some
. They fall into three categories: (1) the
entity within "the mammogram
"
" which
a
mass
of
,
may be a tumor; (2) the presenceof calcifications
presence
" or sandlike
,
particles of "calcium, which in" certain configurations
are indicative of cancer, and (3) secondarysigns, which are changesin
the form or profile of the breast that often result indirectly &om a cancer.
are abnormal,
all masses
, calcifications, and secondary
Though
" abnormalitiesindicate a cancer while " signs" abnormalities
"
,
benign
malignant
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do not . Thus the diagnostic task in mammography is one of detection
(is there an abnormality present?) followed by recognition (is a present
abnormality malignant or benign ?).
Figure 13.1 illustrates some relevant features. Figure 13.la shows a
mass, seen as a relatively dark area, located at the intersection of the horizontal
and vertical (crosshair ) lines shown at the left and top of the breast.
This mass has an irregular shape and an irregular border formed of spiked
projections . These two features, of irregular mass shape and irregular border
, are highly reliable signs of malignancy . The lower part of the breast
image in figure 13.la (above the vertical line at the bottom ) shows some
calcifications . These particular calcifications are probably benign because,
compared to malignant ones, they are relatively large and scattered.
The arrow at the top left of figure 13.la points to two kinds of secondary
signs : a slight indentation of the skin and an increased darkness of
the skin that indicates a thickening of the skin. Both are indicative of a
malignancy .
In figure 13.lb , the mass in the center of the image is likely malignant
because it has an indistinct or fuzzy border , indicating (as spiked projections
do ) a cancerous process spreading beyond the body of the tumor
itself . This mammogram also shows some calcifications - which can occur
inside of a mass, as they do here, or outside of a mass. Because these calcification
are relatively small and clustered , they suggest a malignancy .
The mass of figure 13.1c is benign and is, specifically , a relatively harmless
cyst . A cyst has a characteristically round or oval shape and a clear
and smooth border .
I hasten to mention that figure 13.1 gives exceptionally clear examples
of malignant and benign abnormalities , to suit a teaching purpose ; in
practice , these perceptual features may be very difficult to discern. I wish
also to draw a conceptual point from figure 13.1 that is fundamental to
detection , recognition , and diagnostic tasks: observers must often combine
many disparate pieces of information into a single variable , namely ,
the degree to which the evidence favors one of the two alternatives in
question , category A relative to category B.
We can also think of this degree -of -evidence variable as indicating the
probability that the stimulus is &om category A . Then the observer who
must choose between A and B will set a cutoff , or criterion value , along
an evidence continuum viewed as a probability continuum - in effect ,
along a scale from 0 to 100. A cutoff at 75, say, means that the probability
that the stimulus is an A must be 0.75 or greater (and that the stimulus
is a B, 0.25 or less) for the observer to choose A . As indicated earlier
and developed in more detail later , the evidence may be complex - it may
"
"
contain many variables , or many qimensions - but , for purposes of a
two alternative A or B response, it is best to boil the evidence down to
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one dimension, namely, the probability of one alternative relative to the
other.
13.1.3.2 Decomposing
Discriminationand DecisionProcess
es
There is a need to measurethe fundamentalacuity of the Xray mammogram technique, that is, to measureprecisely and validly how well this
technique is able to separateinstancesof cancer, on the one hand, from
instancesof benign abnormality or no abnormality, on the other. We
desire a quantitative measureof acuity that is independentof (unaffected
by ) the degreeto which any or all radiologists are inclined to recommend
a biopsy. Several parties wish to know in general terms how accurate
Xray mammography is so that it can be fairly compared to alternative
diagnostic techniques, for example, physical examination (palpation), and
the other available imaging techniquesof ultrasound, computerized axial
"
"
tomography ( CAT scans or CT), and magnetic resonanceimaging (MRI
or MR ). Hospital administrators and insurers, as well as physicians and
"
"
patients, wish to use a techniquethat is cost-effective, one that provides
the best balanceof high acuity and low cost. They need to appreciatethat
the acuity of diagnostic imaging techniquesis fundamentally determined
and set by the limitations of the technology as well as the perceptual
abilities of the interpreter, whereasthe decisioncriterion may tend to vary
somewhat from one technique to another, and, indeed, can be adjusted
by agreement. Moreover, agenciesthat certify individual radiologists for
know how acute the mammography technique is in each
practice must
' s hands
, irrespectiveof decision tendencies.
practitioner
Similarly, there is a need to know quantitatively how individual radiologists set their respectivedecisioncriteria, and how the professiongenerally
sets its criterion, for recommending biopsy. A very lenient criterionrequiring only a little evidence to recommendbiopsy (e.g., 5 on" a 100
"
point scale) might be adopted in order to identify correctly, or find, a
large proportion of existing cancers. And , in fact, radiologists do set very
lenient criteria in reading mammograms
, with the idea that early detection
of cancerreducesthe risk of fatality . There are constraints, however, on
how lenient the decision criterion can be. A lenient criterion will serve to
find a large proportion of existing cancers, but, at the same time, it will
lead to many recommendations of biopsy surgery on noncancerous
breastsand thus increasethe number of patients subjectedunnecessarily
to suchsurgery.
Radiologistsread mammogramsin two different settings, which require
different placementsof the decision criterion. In a " screening" setting,
nonsymptomatic women are given routine mammograms(every year or
every few years), and the proportion of such women actually having
cancer is low , about 2 in 100 (Ries, Miller , and Hankey 1994). In a
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" referral"

setting, on the other hand, patients have some symptom of
cancer, perhapsa lump felt in the breast. Among such patients, the proportion
having canceris considerably higher, about 1 in 3. I suggestlater
that a rather strict criterion is appropriate to the screeningsituation and a
rather lenient criterion is appropriate to the referral situation.
It is clear, in any case, that biopsy surgery is expensivefinancially and
emotionally so that unnecessarysurgery needs to be curtailed. In fact, a
large number of unnecessarybiopsy recommendationscan beunmanageableaswell asundesirable.As the government health agenciesadvisemore
women to undergo routine, annual mammograms, and as more women
comply, the number of pathologists in the country may not be large
enough to accommodatea very lenient biopsy criterion. One way to
measurethe criterion in this caseis by the fraction of breast biopsies that
turn out to confirm a cancer: the " yield" of biopsy. In the United States
the yield varies from about 2/ 10 to 3/ 10; approximately 2 or 3 of 10
breastsbiopsied are found to have cancer(Sickles, Ominsky, and Sollitto
'
1990). Englands physiciansgenerally use a stricter criterion; their biopsy
yield is about 5/ 10 (unpublisheddata from the UK National BreastScreening
Centers, 1988- 1993).
13.1.4 Scopeof This Chapter
Although , in using mammographyas a casestudy, I have tried with continual
referencesto make new terms concrete, it will be necessaryto treat
the detection, recognition, and diagnostic tasksin formal terms, both to reflect
their generality and to show how their performancedata can be analyzed
into discrimination and decision processes. Section 13.2 shows how
two variablesconsideredin the previous discussionof mammographythe proportion of cancerousbreastsrecommendedfor biopsy and the proportion
of noncancerousbreastsrecommendedfor biopsy- are the basis
for separating and measuring the two cognitive processes. More generally
, the variableswill be consideredas the proportion of times that response
A is given when stimulus A is presentand the proportion of times
that responseA is given when stimulus B is present. To show the interplay
of thesevariablesin defining measuresof acuity and the decision criterion
, section 13.2 takesan excursioninto a theory of signal detection that
is based on the statistical theory of decision making. Section 13.3 then
shows how both the theoretical ideas and the measuresof discrim.ination
and decision performancecan be representedsimply and compactly in a
single graph.
Section 13.4 presentsbriefly some examplesof successfulseparationof
the two cognitive processes- examplestaken from psychological tasksof
perception and memory and from the practical tasks of polygraph lie
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detection, information retrieval, and weather forecasting. With that additional
motivation, section 13.5 returns to theory and measurementin
order to reinforce the main conceptsvia a dice game that you are invited
to playas a calculationalexercise.
Section 13.6 briefly describesthe theory of how several observations
may be combined for each decision- much as the radiologist examines
several perceptual features of a mammogram- in order to increasediscriminat
acuity. Section 13.7 then shows how the radiologists can be
certain
aids to help them attend to the most significant perceptual
given
features, to assessthose features better, and to better merge those individual
feature assessmentsinto an estimate of the probability that cancer
is present; and how theseaids improve performanceby simultaneouslyand
substantially increasing the proportion of cancersfound through biopsy
while decreasing the proportion of normal breasts recommended for
'
biopsy. Ways of setting and monitoring the radiologist s decision criterion
are also discussed
.
Section 13.8 treats briefly another practical example, that of human
inspectors using certain imaging techniquesto detect cracks in airplane
structures. Data are presented on the state of the art that dramatically
illustrate the need for separatingdiscrimination and decision processes, in
order to increaseacuity and to set appropriate decision criteria- a need
that remainsto be appreciatedin the materials-testing field.
Finally, section 13.9 gives a historical overview, describing how in the
1950s the relevant theory was taken into psychology from statistics,
where it applied to testing statistical hypotheses (Wald 1950), via engineering
, where it applied to the detection of radar and sonar signals
(Peterson, Birdsall, and Fox 1954), to replace a century-old theory of an
essentially fixed decision criterion, equivalent to sensory and memory
thresholds(Green and Swets 1966). The diverse diagnostic applicationsof
the theory, growing &om the 1960son, were basedoriginally on psychological
studies showing the validity of the theory for human observersin
simple sensory tasks( Tannerand Swets 1954; Swets, Tanner, and Birdsall
1961).
13.2 Theory for Separating the Two Processes
13.2.1 Two -by -Two Table
The statistical theory for separatingdiscrimination and decision processes
is basedon a two -by -two table, in which data from a task with two stimuli
and two responsesappearas counts or frequenciesin cells of the table.
As shown in table 13.1, the stimulus alternatives (cancerand normal) are
representedat the top of the table in two columns, and the response
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Table 13.1
The two-by-two tableof stimulus(truth) andresponse
(decision
). showingthe four possible
decisionoutcomes
.
(
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B

A
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Negative
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0

(
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)
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(
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U

(

~
4
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)

3

(

~
-

.
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false

0
i

Hve

1
nega

negative
Z
FN

)

TN

(

)

U
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alternatives (recommendation of biopsy and of no action ) are represented
at the side, in two rows . In general terms , as indicated in the table 13.1,
"
"
both the stimulus and response alternatives can be called either positive
"
"
(cancer exists ; a biopsy recommendation is made) or negative (the
patient is normal ; no action is recommended ). The convention is to refer
"
"
to the stimulus of special interest (in our example , cancer) as positive ,
.even when that stimulus produces negative affect. (Colloquially , when the
"
"
is positive , the mammogram , or other medical test , is also said
response
"
"
to be positive ).
To acknowledge some terminology that has been implicit in this discussion
"
"
, and needed beyond psychological studies , the two stimulus
"
categories "(A and B) are generally regarded as two alternative states of
the world . They may be conditions or events that follow , instead of precede
"
"
, the response made to an observation . For example , the relevant
"
"
states of the world follow the response in weather forecasting . And
"
"
"
"
similarly , the response is more generally called a decision ; the decision
is a choice between two alternatives that may follow or , instead ,
anticipate , the occurrence of one or the other alternative . Establishing that
one or the other of the states of the world actually exists relative to a
particular decision (e.g ., confirmation by biopsy ) is said to provide the
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" truth"

relative to that decision. And so we can ask, 'Which stimulus
occurred?" or 'What is the truth?" For convenience, we shall use mostly
the " stimulus-response" terms.
There are four possible stimulus-response " outcomes," as shown in
table 13.1. When the positive responsecoincides with the positive stimulus
- for
, when a responseto make a biopsy is followed by the
example
'
s
determination of cancer- the outcome falls in
pathologist confirmatory
the cell labeled" I " . It is called a " true positive" (TP). Cell 2 representsthe
coincidenceof the negative stimulus and a positive response- for example
, when a biopsy is recommendedfor a normal patient; this outcome is
called a " false positive" (FP). Proceeding, there are " false negative" (FN)
and " true negative" (TN ) outcomes, as indicated in cells 3 and 4, respectively . In FN no action is recommendedeven though cancer exists, and
in TN no action is recommendedand none is necessary
. Cells 1 and 4
correct
true
2
cells
and
3
(
;
) responses
represent
representincorrect (false)
.
responses
The counts or raw frequenciesof the four possible coincidences of
stimuli and responsesare denoted a, b, c, and d in table 13.2, for cells 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively. As shown, the two column sumsare a + c and b + d,
and the two row sums are a + b and c + d. The total number of counts is
N = a + b + c + d. The proportion of positive stimuli for which a positive
is made is af(a + c) and is denoted here the " true positive proportion
response
" TPP .
"
(
) Similarly, we have bf(b + d ) or the false positive proTable 13.2The two -by -two table with cell entries indicating frequenciesof stimulus-responseoutcomes,
to provide definitions of the four relevant proportions, as shown.
)
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(
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(
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)
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:
.

b
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+

b
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.
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)
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+

c

+

b

+

a

N

d

+

b

FNP= c/ (a + c)
TNP = d/ (b + d)

d

c

+

a

TPP= a/ (a + c)
FPP= b/ (b + d)
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"
two possibilities are c/ (a + c) or " false negative
portion (FPP). The
" remaining
"
"
proportion (FNP), and d/ (b + d ) or true negative proportion
(TNP). Note that the proportions defined for each column add to 1.0a/(a + c) and c/(a + c) in the left column and b/ (b + d ) and d/ (b + d ) in the
right column- and thus just two of the four proportions (one from each
column) contain all of the information in the four. As suggestedearlier,
the two column proportions to be used here are those defined by cells 1
and 2, namely, TPP and FPP; these are the two proportions when apositive
responseoccurs. In our example, recommendationsof biopsy when
cancerexists give the TPP and those when no cancerexists give the FPP.
Finally, note that the proportions of positive and negative stimuli are,
respectively, (a + c)/ N and (b + d )/ N . Let us denote them P(S + ) and
P(S- ). The proportions of positive and negative responsesare (a + b)/ N
and (c + d)/ N , respectively, and are here denoted P(R+ ) and P(R- ). In
psychologicalexperiments, the proportions of positive and negative stimuli
can be set as desired(e.g ., eachat .50), whereasin real diagnostic tasks,
they are determined by the actual occurrencesof positive and negative
stimuli in a given diagnostic setting, and may be very extreme, for example
, .01 (cancerpresentin only 1 percent of the stimuli) and .99 (normal).
13.2.1.1 Changein DiscriminationAcuity
Table 13.3 shows hypothetical data that we shall take as a baseline to
consider the differential effects of a changein acuity and a changein the

Table
13
.3data
~~lin
~
tobe as
aba
Hypothetical
Stimulus
(Truth
)
tak@
n

(

3l1

Positive

~
>
t~
Z

Negative

30 20
20 30

=.60 FPP
=
TPP
..4
0
=
=
P
.
S
5
0
P
5
0
+
S
(
)
(
)
P(R+)=.50 P(R-)=.50
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Table 13.4
Hypothetical data indicating a changein disaimination acuity, relative to table 13.2.
Stimulus ( fruth )

c
.9
.1/1
~
Q
~
C
0
~
~

Positive

Negative

~
.:c
~
~

40

10

SO

QI
>
:c
~
QI
Z

10

40

SO

SO

SO

100

TPP = .80
P(S+ ) = .50
P(R+ ) = .50

FPP= .20
P(S- ) = .50
P(R- ) = .50

decision criterion . The proportions of positive and negative stimuli and
responses, indicated by frequencies in the marginal cells of the columns
(for the stimuli ) and rows (for the responses), are all .50 (50 / 100). The
summary measures of performance are TPP = .60 (30 / 50 ) and FPP = .40
(20/ 50 ).
Table 13.4 illustrates a change (specifically , an improvement ) only in
discrimination acuity : relative to table 13.3, the correct TP and TN decisions
increase from 30 to 40 (TPP increases from .60 to .80 ) while the
incorrect FP and FN decisions decrease from 20 to 10 (FPP decreases from
.40 to .20 ). Acuity is greater because the proportions of true decisions of
both kinds increase while the proportions of false decisions of both kinds
decrease. Meanwhile , the marginal frequencies are unchanged ; in particular
, P (R + ) and P (R - ) remain at .50. Hence, there has been no change in
the tendency toward a positive response, which we shall see below
reflects no change in the decision criterion .
13.2.1.2 Change in the Decision Criterion
Table 13.5 shows , relative to table 13.3, a change in the decision criterion .
We can say that the criterion has become more lenient because both TPP
and FPP have increased, the former from .60 to .80 and the latter from .40
to .60. Overall , the proportion of positive responses has increased, P (R + )
changing from .50 to .70, consistent with a change to a more lenient criterion
for making a positive response.
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P
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5
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13.2.1.3 Separationof Two Process
es
We would like to know if table 13.5 relative to table 13.3 indicates a
changein acuity as well as a changein the decision criterion. I shall defer
the discussionof quantitative particularsof that question with the promise
that an analysis of the relative changesin TPP and FPP will provide the
answer.
We can seenow that consideringTPP alone to be a measureof discrimination
acuity, as has often been done in psychology and elsewhere, will
not provide the answer. That quantity increasedfrom .60 to .80 in both
tables 13.4 and 13.5; although the increasein TPP in table 13.4 reflectsan
acuity changeonly , as far as we know from the tables the increasein TPP
in table 13.5 is due partly, and perhapsentirely, to a changein the decision
criterion. Nor will looking only at the overall proportion of correct decisions
- namely, P(C) = (a + d )/ N provide the answer. One might be
tempted to infer that acuity has not changedfrom table 13.3 to table 13.5
becauseP(C) = .60 in both (30 + 30 and 40 + 20, respectively), but such
an inferenceis generally not justified. P(C) is not a reliableor valid measure
of acuity; both TPP and FPP need to be consideredif the changesin the
decisioncriterion are to be partialed out to leave a pure measureof acuity.
13.2.2 StatisticalDecision and Signal Detection Theories
Statisticaldecision theory and signal detection theory have much in common
. Here I present the more complete detection theory to show how
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discrimination and decision effects can be separatedin detection, recognition
, and diagnostic tasks.
13.2.2.1 AssumptionsAbout an Observation

Signal detection theory incorporatesthree basicassumptionsabout an observation
: (1) it can be representedas a value along a single dimension"
"
which we shall call the decision variable, x- that reflects the likelihood
of stimulus A relative to stimulus 5; (2) observationsof stimuli from either
category A or category 5 will vary from one observation to another in
the value of x they yield; and (3) values of x for observations from one
category will overlap those from the other category. Let us consider these
assumptionsbriefly .
ASSUMPTION
1: The observation is one-dimensional. The x value might
' s confidencethat stimulus A is
an
observer
present as opposed
represent
to 5, as it does in mammography. Or it might be the amount of pressure
in an eye as measuredby an ophthalmologist screeningfor glaucoma. In a
simple sensory task, the idea of a single dimension may seem plausible:
detecting a spot of light might dependonly on the rate of neural impulses
in certain brain cells. However, no matter how many dimensions an
observation may have- variations in a spot of light , for example, in hue,
saturation, brightness, shape, duration, and so forth - the assumption of
detection theory is that the only thing that counts is the likelihood of A
relative to 5 implied by the severaldimensionstaken together. If there are
, then, for purposesof making a decision, the
only two possible responses
observation need have only one dimension; indeed, it should be reduced
to one dimension if the best decisionsare to be made.
2: Observations of stimuli from either stimulus category
ASSUMPTION
will vary . It is clear that Xrays of breastswith either benign or malignant
lesionswill vary from one patient to another in the apparentlikelihood of
malignancy. Some will show some particular signs of cancer and some
will show other particular signs, and more or less clearly. Similarly, samples
from each stimulus category in a sensory detection experiment will
vary from trial to trial. For example, when observers try to detect the
occurrenceof a faint tone within a backgroundof white noise, the noise is
inherently variable and the tone can also vary becausethe tone generator
is not perfectly stable. Even without such a noise background, essentially
in quiet, the stimuli will appearvariable to the observerbecauseof natural
'
variations in the observers physiological, sensory system. Thus, auditory
sensationsaffecting tone detection may result from the movements of
blood within the ear and visual sensationsaffecting light detection may
result from variations in blood pressure within the eye. (See Wickens,
chap. 12, this volume, for more discussionof samplevariability and sample
distributions.)
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ASSUMPTION 3: Values of the observation x &om the two categories
will overlap each other . A background of white noise in a tone detection
task has, by definition , energy at all audible & equencies, including the &equency of the tone signal , and hence when the observer is attending narrowly
to & equencies around the tone , the noise can produce observations
that sound like the signal . A malignant lesion may give little or no positive
evidence in an Xray . A non liar in a polygraph exam may have a phys iological reaction as large as most liars. The overlap of observations will
vary &om small to large and discrimination acuity will vary accordingly .
If there is no overlap , then no detection , recognition , or diagnostic problem
exists. This is because all x values produced by stimuli &om category
A will be larger than any x values produced by stimuli &om category B,
and an observer should have no difficulty discriminating between the two
stimulus categories .
13.2.2.2 Distributions of Observations
Look ahead, please, to figure 13.7, which shows a representation of the
three assumptions as a pair of histograms labeled " 0 " and " 3 " on a decision
variable on the x -axis. You can ignore there the particular names of
the decision variable , which we have generally termed x, and of the two
histograms . The histogram distributions may look more familiar if you
imagine vertical lines &om each tick mark along the horizontal axis at the
bottom up to the dashed and solid lines, respectively , of the two distributions
; then observations at each value of the decision variable are
represented by vertical bars. The height of a given bar represents the
probability that its value of x will occur . We see in accordance with
assumption 2 that the observations &om each stimulus category vary &om 2 through 12 for the stimulus category shown on the left (" category
"
B as represented by the histogram labeled " 0 " ) and &om 5 through 15
" "
for the category on the right ( A or the " 3" histogram ). In accordance
with assumption 3, the observations &om the two categories overlap one
another , such that the values 5 through 12 occur &om both categories .
There is surety in this case for the extreme values 2 to 4 and 13 to IS , but
such surety may not be evident in all cases.
To develop the analytical tools of signal detection theory , it is convenient
to consider the distributions in a different form , namely , as continuous
probability distributions rather than as discrete histogram distributions .
Figure 13.2 shows a representation of the three assumptions as continuous
probability distributions on the decision variable x. Again , category B
gives rise to values of the observation x according to the distribution on
the left ; category A , according to the distribution on the right . Each value
of x will occur with a probability , when B is present , that is represented
by the height of the B distribution at the particular value of x. And the
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Figure 13.2.
. or of the decisionvariablex. for stimulusalternatives
Probabilitydistributionsof observations
A and B. with an illustrativedecisioncriterionxc. and its corresponding
areasor
FPPandTPP.
probabilities

height of the A distribution, as one moves along the curve, gives the
probability that eachvalue of x will occur when A is present.
Readersfamiliar with the testing of statistical hypotheseswill recall a
picture similar to that of figure 13.2, with the null hypothesis on the left
and an alternative hypothesis on the right . In signal detection theory, the
two distributions are referred to as distributions of " noise alone" and
"
"
arises for historical
signal plus noise, respectively. This terminology
"
"
reasonsbecausewith an electronic radar or sonar signal, a stimulus from
viewed againsta backgroundof random interference
category A is always
or static called " noise," that is, a stimulus from category B. This noise may
be generatedin the environment or in the detection device. In the caseof
a human detector, as mentioned, noise results from the physiological variin general.
ability inherent in sensory systemsand in the nervous system
Thus, even though a stimulus from B is sometimescalled a "null stimulus"
in a detection task, it is neverthelessa stimulus that impinges on the
organism, and one that may mimic, and be confusedwith , a stimulus from
A , or the signal. The occurrenceof a signal adds something (" energy,"
say) to the noise background; in general, values of x are larger for A or
the signal plus noise than for B or noise alone, and the distribution of x
for A is displacedto the right of the distribution of x for B. A good deal
of data from the tasksof interest here indicates that these probability distributio
can reasonably, as well as conveniently, be consideredas nor-
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mal (Gaussian) distributions , that is to say, as having the specific form of
the bell -shaped distribution that is portrayed in the figure . Ordinarily ,
however , despite their portrayal in figure 13.2, the distributions will have
different spreads or variances (e.g ., the signal may add a variable quantity ,
rather than a constant quantity , to the noise, and the signal distribution
will then have a wider spread). Clearly , discrimination acuity will depend
on the separation of the two distributions : roughly speaking , the less
overlap , the less confusable are the stimuli . If , for example , the eye pressure
test for glaucoma is perfectly acute, with pressure varying &om 30 to
50 physical units when glaucoma is present and &om 10 to 29 physical
units in normal eyes, then there is no overlap and the two categories of
disease and health will never be confused. If , however , the pressure test is
not very acute, for example , if glaucoma is associated with measurements
between 25 and 50 units and normal eyes with measurements between 10
and 35 units , then overlap exists between 25 and 35 units and the disease
and health categories will often be confused.
13.2.2.3 The Needfor a Decision Criterion
In the face of such variability in observations and confusability in stimulus
categories , a rational decision maker will strive for whatever consistency
is possible . A basic kind of consistency is always to give the same response
to a given value of the decision variable . In other words , the decision
maker will attempt to adopt , at least approximately , some particular
value of x as the decision criterion - call it xc- such that values of x
greater than Xc always lead to response A and values of x less than Xc
always lead to response B. In our mammography example , the radiologist
will choose some level of confidence that cancer exists (e.g ., 5 on a 100 point scale) and use it as consistently as possible for the decision criterion .
Figure 13.2 shows a somewhat conservative decision criterion Xc as a
vertical line on the decision variable and represents the probabilities of
true positive outcomes (TPP ) and false positive outcomes (FPP) that result
&om that criterion . To see how this is so, consider how an observer who
is being cautious about giving response A when response B is present
might adopt the criterion shown , where most observations will be to the
left of the criterion , each one occurring with a relative & equency or probability
represented by the height of the B distribution at a given value of
x. But alternative B also produces values of x greater than xc- that is, to
the right of xc. The probability that a given value of x greater than Xc will
occur is represented again by the height of the distribution at that value .
However , the probability that any value of x greater than Xc will occur is
given by considering the probabilities of those several values of x relative
to the total probability of all values of x. As I justify in a later discussion ,
the total area under the curve is taken to represent a probability of 1.0.
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The probability that any value of x greater than Xc.will occur is equal to
the proportion of the total area under the curve that lies to the right of xc.
Specifically , FPP is equal to the proportion of the area under curve B to
the right of Xc and TPP is equal to the proportion of the area under curve
A to the right of xc, as shown by hatch lines. Both probabilities will
increase for more lenient criteria - as Xc moves to the left - and decrease
for stricter criteria - as Xc moves to the right . (Though not labeled in
figure 13.2, the proportions of area to the left of the decision criterion Xc
represent the two decision probabilities that are complementary to FPP
and TPP, respectively : the true negative proportion under curve B and the
false negative proportion under curve A .)
13.2.2.4 Decision Criterion Measured by the Likelihood Ratio
One general way to measure the location of the decision criterion '
variable , be it a mammographer s confidence
independent of a particular decision
'
or the opthamologist s physical measure of pressure in the eyeis
"
"
by the quantity called likelihood ratio (LR). The LR at any value of X
of the decision variable is the likelihood that this value of x came from
distribution A relative to the likelihood that it came from distribution B.
In terms of figure 13.2, it is defined as the ratio (at that value of x) of the
height of the A distribution to the height of the B distribution . Thus , for
example , the LR is 1.0 where the two curves cross. As seen in figure 13.2,
the LR for a decision criterion increases (toward infinity ) as the criterion
moves to the right and decreases (toward zero ) as the criterion moves to
the left . (If the two distributions have unequal spreads, the two curves will
cross a second time out at one or the other tail , but we shall ignore such
end effects for present purposes .) As one specific example , observe that in
figure 13.2 the illustrative criterion Xc is set at the midpoint of the righthand
distribution , where the height of A happens in this picture to be a
little more than twice the height of B. More precisely , the LR at that point
is 2.5. Other measures of the decision criterion have been considered ; an
shall see next , is that it facilitates definition of the
advantage of" LR, as we
"
best, or the optimal , criterion for any specific task. Let us denote acriterion
value of LR as LRc.
13.2.2.5 Optimal Decision Criterion
In most tasks, particularly in diagnostic tasks, an observer / decision maker
will want to choose a location of the decision criterion that is best for some
purpose . In the mammography example , one desires an appropriate balance
between the proportions of false positive and true positive responses,
FPP and TPP. This is because FP outcomes have significant costs and TP
outcomes have significant benefits ; similarly with the other two stimulus response outcomes : false negative (FN ) outcomes have costs and true
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negative (TN ) outcomes have benefits. Further , the proportions of the
positive and negative stimuli , which we have denoted P (S+ ) and P (S - ),
will affect the location of the best criterion . We shall discuss this relation
later , but you can see now that if P (S+ ) is high - if , for example , in acertain
breast-cancer referral setting , most of the patients seen have a malignancy
- one would do best to reflect that
high P (S+ ) in a high proportion
of positive responses, P (R + ), and a lenient criterion toward the left of
figure 13.2 is needed to produce a high P(R + ). Conversely , a low
P(S+ )- as in mammography screening of nonsyrnptomatic women - is
best served by a low P (R + ), which requires a strict criterion toward the
right of figure 13.2.
An optimal decision criterion can be defined quantitatively in various
ways . One very useful definition of the optimum is based, as discussed, on
the prior probabilities of the two stimuli , P (S+ ) and P (S - ), and the benefits
and costs of the four decision outcomes , TP , FP, FN , and TN , shown
in table 13.1. This criterion is called the " expected value " criterion because
"
it maximizes the mathematical expected value " of a decision - or
the net result of the benefits and costs that may be expected on average
when this criterion is used for many decisions (Peterson, Birdsall , and Fox
1954; Green and Swets 1966 ). Specifically , if we multiply the benefit or
cost of each of the four possible outcomes by the probability of that outcome
(aI N , biN , etc., in table 13.2), and add these four products , we obtain
the expected (or average) value of the decision . (In this calculation , costs
must be taken as negative .) It is desirable to maximize that value over
many decisions because then the total benefit relative to the total cost is
greatest .
Although a fair amount of algebra is required , which we shall bypass, it
can be shown that the expected value is maximized when a criterion value
of LR, that is, LRc, is chosen such that

(TN) - cost(FP).
~ x benefit
LRc= ~~
P(S+ ) benefit
(TP) - cost(FN)
Thatis, theexpected
valueoptimalcriterionis specified
by anLRcdefined
asa ratioof thepriorprobabilities
anda ratioof benefits
andcosts
. (Because
thecostsarenegative
valuesof thebenefits
, oneaddstheabsolute
andcosts
.) Howbenefits
andcostsmaybeassigned
to decision
outcomes
will bedi~nJ~~pdlal-pr
In this way, any set of prior probabilities, benefits, and costs determines
a specific criterion value Xc, in terms of LRc, that is best for that set of
variables. It is best or optimal becauseit maximizes the payoff to the
decisionmaker.
Note that the negative alternative is representedin the numerator of
the probability part of the equation, P(S- ), and also in the numerator of
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the benefit -cost part . Similarly , the denominators in both the probability
and benefit -cost parts represent the occurrence of the positive alternative .
Thus , for a fixed set of benefits and costs, the optimal LR, will be relatively
- whenever P (S- )
large - and the criterion will be relatively strict
is appreciably greater than P (S+ ). That is, one should not make the positive
decision very readily if the chances are great that the negative alternative
will occur. If , instead , the prior probabilities are constant and the
benefits and costs vary , the optimal LR, will be large and the optimal criterion
will be relatively strict when the numerator of the benefit -cost part
of the equation is large relative to its denominator , that is, when more
importance is attached to being correct in the event the negative alternative
occurs. Such might be the case when a surgical technique inquestion
has substantial risks and its chances of a satisfactory outcome are
low . Conversely , the optimal LR , will be small and the optimal criterion
will be lenient when the benefit -cost denominator is large relative to its
numerator , that is, when it is more important to be correct when the positive
alternative occurs. Such is the case in deciding whether to predict a
severe storm .
13.2.2.6 A Traditional Measure of Acuity

if a decision criterion value x , is placed midway between two distributions
and the separation between the two distributions is increased, the
TPP will get closer and closer to 1.0 while the FPP is getting closer to O.
Thus , as can be seen in figure 13.2, one way to measure discrimination
acuity is to measure the difference , or distance , between the midpoints or
means of the two distributions . In some tasks, the distributions are available
themselves from data; in tasks for which they are not , this measure
can be inferred from measured values of FPP and TPP. Usually , the difference
between the means is divided by the standard deviation of one of the
distributions - as a measure of the spread of the distribution - and therefore
is measured in the units of that standard deviation . (See Wickens ,
.
chap 12, this volume , for a discussion of the standard deviation of a distribution
.) If the two distributions have the same standard deviation ,
which I have said in practice they usually do not , then this measure is
"
"
'
called d ' (read d -prime ). I mention d here because it is ingrained in psychologic
uses of signal detection theory . Indeed , the LR, criterion value
"
"
"
has been termed p ( beta ) and the phrased -prime and beta is used
often as shorthand to signify separation of the discrimination and decision
processes in psychology . Other discrimination measures have been defined
'
and used that are variants of d , which are appropriate when the two
distributions differ in spread. Section 13.3 defines a measure I believe to
be preferable , and incidentally one that is commonly used in diagnostic
tasks.
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Figure 13.3
The relative operatin~ maraderistic (ROC), with three nominal decisioncriteria.

13.3 TheRelative OperatingCharaderistic
A simple and compact, graphical way of quantitatively separatingdiscrimination
and decision processes is the " relative operating characteristic"
(ROC). The ROC is a plot of TPP versus FPP, for a given acuity, as the
decision criterion varies (Peterson, Birdsall, and Fox 1954). Given a strict
(high) criterion corresponding to an Xccriterion toward the right side of
figure 13.2, both proportions are near 0; given a more lenient (low ) criterion
corresponding to an Xc value to the left in figure 13.2, they both
approach 1.0. Figure 13.3 shows an idealized ROC as a curve of decreasing
slope running from 0 to 1.0 on eachaxis. It identifies three arbitrarily
selected(TPP, FPP) pairs along the curve, eachcorresponding to adifferent
possibledecision criterion.
Note that if the ROC fell along the dashed, diagonal line, it would represent
zero acuity: everywhere along this line TPP is equal to FPP, which
is a result that can be obtained by pure guesswork or chancein choosing
between categoriesA and B, without making an observation. As acuity
increases
, the ROC moves away from the diagonal, in a direction leftward
and upward toward the upper left comer of the graph, where acuity is
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perfect: TPP = 1.0 while FPP= o. Hence a suitablemeasureof acuity will
reflect the distance of the ROC from the diagonal line. For a particular
level of acuity, a given decision criterion producesa particular data point
'
along the ROC s curve and so a suitablemeasureof the criterion will represent
the location of that point along the curve. The purposeof the ROC
is to measurediscrimination acuity independentof any decision criterion
by displaying discrimination data at all possibledecision criteria.
13.3.1 Obtaining an Empirical ROC

To obtain an empirical ROC for any observer or device at a particular
level of acuity, sufficient data points (each corresponding to a different
decision criterion) are obtained along the curve to fit the curve adequately
, that is, to determine quite reliably just where the curve lies. Five
points, each basedon 100 or so observations, are usually thought to be
sufficient. One way to obtain these points is to vary from one group of
trials to another some variable or variables that will induce the observer
to adopt a different criterion for each group of trials. Thus one could
vary the prior probabilities of the stimuli A and B, or the benefits and
costs(rewardsand penalties) of the decisionoutcomes, or both, and define
one ROC data point for each particular case. In such an experiment, the
observer makesa choice between the two alternative responses
, A and B
in our general terms. In a signal detection problem, the responseis either
" "
" " a
) and the two yes ( signal is present) or no " (no signal is present
"
no
method.
called
the
method
is
often
yes
response
A more efficient way of obtaining data points on an empirical ROC is
"
the rating method," in which the observers rate their confidence (e.g .,
on a six-category scale) that stimulus A is present. Here, the observer
choosesamong multiple responses
, six in this example, and the experimenter
different
confidence
these
responsesas resulting from the
regards
simultaneous adoption of a set of different criteria. Specifically, if an
observer establishes five different decision criteria, the decision variable is
divided into six regions, each corresponding to one of the six possible
. Then, in analysis, the experimentertreats different responsesas
responses
representing different decision criteria. In figure 13.2, you could picture
five vertical lines (corresponding to five values of xc) spread across the
decision variable. To illustrate, let us follow the convention that a rating
of 1 indicates the highest confidencethat alternative A is present, and 6,
the lowest. Thus a rating of 1 correspondsto a very strict criterion (an Xc
to the right in figure 13.2) while a rating of 6 correspondsto a very lenient
criterion (an Xcat the left in figure 13.2.) The data analyst first takes
" "
only ratings of 1 to indicate a yes (or positive judgment) and calculates
a data point (FPP and TPP) based on them. This point represents the
strictest criterion used by the observer. Next , the analyst takes ratings of
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both 1 and 2 to indicate a positive judgment and calculatesa data point
basedon them. This is the secondstrictest criterion used by the observer.
And so on for ratings 1, 2, and 3, ratings 1, 2, 3, and 4, and, finally, for
ratings 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5- the rating of 6 is never included as a positive
response,becausethen all responseswould be positive and the trivial data
point at the upper right comer (FPP= 1.0, TPP = 1.0) would result. In
this way, progressively more rating categoriesare treated as if they were
positive responsesand progressively more lenient criteria are measured.
In performing under the rating method, the observer adopts several criteria
simultaneously- rather than successively in different groups of
trials- and thereby provides an economy in data collection.
13.3.2 A Measureof the Decision Criterion
Although the ROC of figure 13.3 is shown with three possible decision
criteria, in theory, the criterion can be set anywhere along the decision
variable. Hence, if the decision variable is scaledfinely enough to be essentially
continuous, the ROC will be essentiallycontinuous. One might,
for example, ask an observer to make a probability estimate that stimulus
A is present, that is, to use a 100-category rating scale, and thereby
achievean approximately continuous ROC.
As remarked earlier, a criterion correspondsto, and can be measured
by, a value of likelihood ratio. Recall that the criterion value LR, is the
ratio of the heights of the two probability distributions at any given value
of the decision variable, x, (figure 13.2). It can be shown that the value of
LR, is also equal to the slope of the ROC at the data point that is produced
by that criterion LR, . (Strictly , it is equal to the slope of a line tangent
to the ROC at the data point .) Thus very strict criteria to the right in
figure 13.2, with high values of LR" produce a point on the ROC where
the slope is steep- at the lower left of the graph. A moderate criterion,
LR, near 1.0, producesa point near the middle of the ROC. A very lenient
criterion, to the left in figure 13.2, yields an ROC point where the slope is
approximately flat, near 0, at the upper right . This slope measureof the
decision criterion is denoted 5 (rather than LR,) in our further discussion.
Two illustrative values of 5 are illustrated in figure 13.4: 5 = 2 for a relatively
strict criterion and 5 = 1/ 2 for a relatively lenient criterion. The
calculationof the slope measureis illustrated with data in section 13.5.
13.3.3 A Measureof Discrimination Acuity
Figure 13.5 shows ROCs representing three possible degreesof discrimination
acuity. As mentioned, the range of possible ROCs runs from the
dashed diagonal line (where TPP = FPP and hence acuity is zero and
decisionsare correct only by chance) to a curve that follows the left and
top axes(where acuity is perfect, TPP = 1.0 for all valuesof FPP). Thus it
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Figure 13.4
The relative operating characteristic(ROC) with two iUustrativevaluesof the slope measure
of the decisioncriterionS .

'
is evident that the proportion of the graph s area that lies beneath the
ROC is a possiblemeasureof acuity. This areameasurerangesfrom a low
"
"
value of .50 (for an ROC lying along the chance diagonal, where half of
' s areais beneaththe ROC to a
the graph
)
high value of 1.0 (for an ROC
axes
of
the
and
the
left
graph and subtending all of
upper
running along
its area). When normal distributions are assumed
, as in section 13.2 above,
the area measureis denoted Az' becausethe units along the horizontal
"
"
axis of the normal distribution are called z scores. Figure 13.6 shows
someillustrative valuesof Az.
It may help to provide some intuitive grasp of the values of this area
measureto know that it is equal to the proportion of correct choicesin a
"
"
paired-comparison task in which alternatives A and B are presented
and the observer says which is which. For
in
each
observation
together
:
be
shown two Xrays and would have to say
a
,
example radiologist might
which shows the malignant condition. If the radiologist were correct 95
percent of the time in such a paired- comparisontask, the yes no or rating
method would yield the top curve (Az = .95) in figure 13.6 (Green and
Swets 1966).
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A measureof acuity drawn from the ROC is independentof any decision
criterion that might be adopted; it reflects all possible decision criteria
. I emphasizenow that such a measureis also independent of the
prior probabilities of the two stimulus alternativesthat may inhere in any
particular situation becauseit is based on the quantities FPP and TPP,
which are independentof the prior probabilities- as shown in table 13.2
and related text. For example, changing P(S+ ) will change the column
sum a + c in table 13.2, but does not change TPP = a/(a + c). Hence an
ROC acuity measureis a general measureof the fundamental capacity
for discrimination and it representsthe full range of situations in which
that particular discrimination might be called for. It is not specific to , or
dependenton, any of one them.
13.3.4 EmpiricalEstimatesof the Two Measures
I merely note that it is possible to obtain graphicalestimatesof the criterion
measureSand of an areameasureof acuity, as when successivedata
points in the ROC spaceare connectedby straight lines. In this case, the
slopesof connecting lines between points give the criterion measure5 for
each successivepoint (specifically, the slope of the line connecting two
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The relative operating characteristic(ROO at some illustrative valuesof the measureof discriminatio
acuity, Az.

points gives 5 for the higher point ). The area beneath that ROC can be
measuredgraphically by adding up the areasin the trapezoidsformed by
dropping vertical lines from the data points. In practice, however, acom
and
to
calculate
data
to
ROC
smooth
curves
to
fit
is
used
puter program
the two measuresalong with estimatesof their statisticalvariability (Swets
and Pickett 1982).
It should be clear now how the ROC indicatesobservedchangesin behavior
to be discrimination effectsor decisioneffects, or both. If the entire
curve moves in the direction of the dashed diagonal line in figure 13.6,
that is, moves to contain more or less areabeneathit , then there is a discrimina
effect, whether or not there is a decision effect as given by the
measureS. If a data point (or set of points in the rating method) moves
along a given curve, then there is a decision effect. The quantitative measures
give the sizesof sucheffects.
13 .4 Illustrations

Decision

of Decomposition

of Disaimination

and

There follow five examples in which the ROC analysis was used to separate
the two behavioral processes of interest , two examples from psychol -

ogy andthreefrom practicaldiagnostictasks.

0
Q
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13.4.1 SignalDetectionduringa Vigil
Outside the laboratory , signal detection must often be accomplished during
a long observation period with in& equent signals occurring at random
times. Such is the case in military contexts , where the problem may be to
detect the approach of an enemy plane, and in industrial inspection , where
the problem may be to detect defective products on an assembly line .
Since such in& equent , random signals have been studied in the laboratory ,
beginning in about 1950 , it has been found consistently that the true positive
proportion falls off notice ably in only a half hour of observation - a
finding suggesting that enemy planes and faulty products will likely be
missed (Mackworth 1950; Mackle 1977 ). Investigators asked whether this
finding could reflect a decrement in discrimination acuity due to fatigue
or inattention , even though the time course of the decrement was very
short . Hundreds of studies over several years examined variables thought
to affect fatigue and alertness, including work -rest cycles, intersignal interval
, irrelevant stimulation , incentives , knowledge of results , introversion extroversion , temperature , drugs , age, and sex (Buckner and McGrath
1963; Broadbent 1971 ). At least five theories were proposed to account
for a decrement in acuity (Frankmann and Adams 1962 ).
Then , led by James Egan (Egan, Greenberg , and Schulman 1961 ) and
Donald Broadbent (Broadbent and Gregory 1963 ), investigators began
to ask whether the drop in the TPP reflected instead a change in the decision
criterion . Might observers be setting a stricter criterion as time progressed
- that is,
requiring stronger evidence to say that a signal was
present --: conceivably because their estimate of the prior probability of
signal occurrence was going down as they experienced signals at a lower than -expected rate? If so, the FPP (as well as the TPP) should bedecreasing
over time . False positive responses were then tallied and found to be
in fact decreasing. Another hundred or so studies have since shown that
for most stimulus displays , the principal , and sometimes only , change
over a vigil is in the decision criterion .
.
Under some rather special conditions , changes in acuity are regularly
found , as well as changes in the criterion . For example , a change in acuity
is found when a discrimination must be made between two stimulus alternatives
presented successively, which puts a greater demand on memory
than a discrimination between simultaneous stimuli . A high rate of stimulus
occurrence also produces a decline in acuity , perhaps because it requires
continuous observation , which may be difficult to maintain (Parasuraman
and Davies 1977 ).
Given the tendency for the criterion to change as the main effect , however
, task design has shifted to controlling it : Military commanders would
like their observers to use consistently a criterion that reflects realistically
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the prior probability of attack and the benefits and costs of alternative
decision outcomes; similarly, manufacturerswould like their inspectorsto
'
employ a criterion that satisfiesmanagements objectives for the quality
of the product (Swets 1977).
13.4.2 Recognition Memory

In a typical laboratory recognition memory task, the subject is asked to
say whether each of a series of items (e.g ., a word ) was presented before
"
"
"
"
( old ) or not ( new ). Applying signal detection theory to obtain a pure
"
"
measure of memory strength , analogous to acuity , depends on the assumptio
that all items lie along a continuum of strength , with the strength
of each item being determined by conditions of memorizing and forgetting
(Murdock and Duffy 1972 ). The subject sets a" decision criterion on
"
the strength continuum to issue a response of old , and the investigator
attempts to separate actual phenomena of memory from decision or response
processes that may vary within and across subjects for reasons independe
of memory (Egan 1958 ).
Several experimental effects that were presumed to reflect memory
strength were later shown to be effects of the decision criterion instead
(Swets 1973 ). These effects include the apparently better recognition of
more common words - in fact , there is evidence that recognition memory
is better for uncommon words (Broadbent 1971 ); the differences in recall
of familiar and unfamiliar associations (McNicol and Ryder 1971 ); the
"
"
buildup of false responses of old during a continuous recognition task
(Donald son and Murdock 1968 ); effects of interpolated learning (Banks
1969 ); changes in semantic or association context from acquisition to recall
(Da Polito , Barker, and Wiant 1971 ); and gender differences (Barr Brown
and White 1971 ). Effects due both to memory and decision processes
were found for meaningfulness of items (Raser 1970 ), serial position
(Murdock 1968 ), and the similarity of distractor items (Mandler , Pearl
both
stone , and Koopmans 1969 ). A study of elderly patients , including
demented and depressed individuals , showed that an apparent memory
loss that seemed similar for both types of patients was, in fact , a true
memory impairment for demented individuals , but rather a criterion
(confidence or caution ) effect for depressed individuals (Miller and Lewis
1977 ).
13.4.3 Polygraph Lie Detection
Attempts to detect individuals who are lying about certain events by
various physiological measures (such as heart rate ) that are
examining the
"
"
taken by a polygraph machine - aTe increasingly being made both in
court cases and in employment settings where security is important (Saxe,
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Dougherty, and Cross 1985). According to a recent article, the need to
separatediscrimination acuity and the decision criterion is simply not
appreciatedin this field:
Despite lengthy congressionalhearings conducted during the preparation
of the Employee Protection Act of 1988, no one ever explained
the distinction between accuracy[acuity] and a decision
criterion to the legislators. Thus, the policy makers never learned
about a polygrapher' s predilection to err on the side of false positives
or false negatives, constancyin the location of his or her decision
criterion, or ability to change his or her decision criterion.
Individual differences among polygraphers with respect to their
decision criteria thus remain unknown, and persons appearing
before a polygrapher are- unknowingly - up against the " luck of
the draw." (Hammond, Harvey, and Hastie 1992, 84).
Studies have shown polygraphers to have widely different acuities
and also quite different decision criteria for accusing a person of lying
(Shakhar, Lieblich, and Kugelmass 1970; Szucko and Kleinmuntz 1981).
However, there is a general tendency toward a lenient criterion for concluding
that an individual is lying , probably becauseaccusationshold a
chance of eliciting a confession. In this respect, polygraphers may care
lessabout their technique's acuity if it is effective in eliciting a confession
now and then. As a consequence
, the ratio of persons falsely accusedto
those truly accusedis often quite high- in some studies, as high as 20 to
1 (Szucko and Kleinmuntz 1981). As attempts are made to expand the
domain of polygraphy, we can ask, should the criterion for accusationbe
different for security screeningin the workplace than for criminal cases
?
Specifically, how do the prior probabilities, and especiallythe benefitsand
costs, differ? Polygraphersfind it rather easy to changetheir decision criteria
; as in mammography, they look for certain perceptualfeaturesof the
recording of physiological variables and can adjust the decision criterion
explicitly by requiring the presenceof more or fewer of thesefeatures.
13.4.4 Information Retrieval
Conventional library systemsmanually retrieve documents from shelves
and facts from documents by means of familiar card indexes based on
cataloguing methods. Computer-basedretrieval systems scan documents
electronically, looking for various properties of the text- for the appearance
of key words, say- and give the documents a relevance score to
represent how likely they are to contain wanted information. In both
cases
, a decision criterion must be established: how likely must the document
be to satisfy the specifiedneed for information in order to proceed
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to retrieve it for further examination? The decision criterion might be
specified for computer systems in terms of the number of key words a
document must contain or in terms of how high its relevancescore must
be. Here again, librarians considering alternative systems for use should
know the relative acuities of the systems- how well they separatethe
wheat from the chaff- independent of any particular decision criterion.
Userswill want to set a criterion to individual likings when the system is
in operation. In examining the retrieval performanceof severalalternative
systems with the relative operating characteristic (ROC) technique, I
found that their various approaches to the scoring of relevance led to
only negligible differencesin acuity (Swets 1969). As examplesof different
approaches, one system might consider only specified key words,
whereas a second might also consider synonyms of the specified key
words; a third system might scan the full text, and a fourth, just the
abstract.
Incidentally, the typical acuities found suggest that the retrieval problem
is more difficult than we might have thought . Consider a file of 3,000
documentsand assumethat for each query to the file 10 documents are
actually relevant. To retrieve 3 of the 10 relevant documents, one must
accept, on average, 3 false positives, that is, 3 unwanted, irrelevant documents
. To retrieve 6 of 10 relevant items, a more lenient criterion must be
effected, and then 30 falsepositives will occur. A user desiring to retrieve
9 of the 10 relevant documents will have to set a very lenient criterion
and then will have to winnow the 9 relevant documentsfrom the approximately
"
"
300 retrieved, some290 of which will be just noise.
13.4.5 Weather Forecasting

Ian Mason (1982a) first applied signal detection theory to predicting various
kinds of weather events. Weather forecasting representsa diagnostic
problem similar to information retrieval, medical diagnosis, materialstesting
of the
, and so forth , in that we want to measureacuity
independent
"
"
decision criterion when alternative systems(or models ) for forecasting
are being evaluatedprior to selecting one of them for use, and then want
to adjust the criterion to an appropriate level when the selectedsystem is
operating in actual practice. Mason showed that predictions of various
kinds of weather give data that are fitted well by the ROC. He showed
further (1982b) that the several existing (non-ROC) measuresof acuity
used in this field confound discrimination acuity and the decision criterion
and hencegive unreliablemeasuresof acuity.
Weather forecastershave recognizedthe operational problem of setting
decisioncriteria in recentyearsby giving probability estimatesfor weather
events, thus permitting the forecast user to set his or her own decision
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criterion . The orange grower can decide, in terms of personal costs and
benefits , whether the likelihood of frost is high enough to set out the
smoke pots . You and I can decide whether or not to carry an umbrella .
Example of Decomposition

13 .5 Computational

: A Dice Game

A deepunderstandingof the theory discussedabove comesquite easily by
way of a game (Swets 1991a). In the game, three dice are thrown repeatedly. Two are ordinary dice with 1 through 6 spots on the six sides; the
third die has 3 spots on eachof three sidesand blanks on the other three
sides. For eachthrow , you are given the total number of spots showingyour observation- and you must say whether the unusualdie showed a 3
(positive event) or a 0 (negative event). You win $1 on true positive and
true negative outcomes and lose $1 on false positive and false negative
outcomes. I assumethat you will set a decisioncriterion at someparticular
" "
number of spots and consistently respond 3 when and only when that
number is met or exceeded. The optimal criterion is the one that maximizesyour payoff and you will want to determinethat number.
13.5.1 Distributions of Observations
Consider the initial steps in determining the optimal decision criterion.
You need first to calculate the distributions of observations under each
stimulusalternative: the probability of eachof the possibletotals 2 through
12 when the third die shows a 0 and the probability of eachof the possible
totals 5 through 15 when the third die shows a 3. So you construct
table 13.6 to show the number of different ways in which each total 2
through 12 can occur on two ordinary dice relevant to throws on which
the third die shows a O. Readingalong the positive diagonals from lower
left to upper right , you note that a total of 2 can occur on the two ordinary
Table 13.6
Pnccihlp.hrnwc whpn .hird dip ~hnw ~
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Table 13.7
Possible
throwswhenthird die shows3
Number of spots showing on first die

1

Number of spots
showing on
seconddie

1
2
3
4
5

6

5
6
7
8
9

2

6
7
8
9
10

3

4

7

8

8
9

10
11

9
10
11
12

5

9
10
11
12
13

6

10
II
12
13
14

10 11 12 13 14 15

dice in only one way ( I , I ), a total of 3 can occur in two ways ( I , 2, and 2,
I ), and so on . Because there are 36 different kinds of throws possible , the
probability of a 2 (which can occur one way ) is 1/ 36 (or .028 ), the probability
of a 3 (which can occur two ways ) is 2/ 36 (.056 ), and so forth . The
appropriate table for the throws on which the third die shows a 3 is
obtained by adding 3 to each cell entry in table 13.6 ; these values are
shown in table 13.7.
You will need table 13.8, which lists the number of ways in which each
total can occur when a 0 shows (column 2) and when a 3 shows (column 3 )
and also the probability of each total given a 0 (column 4 ) and given a 3
(column 5 ). Just as the numbers of ways a given total can occur (for 0 and
3, respectively ) add up to 36 , so the probabilities (for each of the two
types of throw ) add up to 1.
Now you can construct the two probability distributions - as histo grams because your observations are of integer values only ; that is, they
are discrete rather than continuous . These distributions are shown in figure
13.7, where the distribution for throws of 0 is on the left (dashed line )
and the distribution given a 3 is on the right (solid line ). In earlier termi "
"
no logy , the totals of the two ordinary dice constitute the noise of signal
detection theory , and the third die either adds a signal to the noise or
does not . This dice game provides more surety than many more realistic
tasks in that certain observations very clearly and definitely come from
one or the other stimulus alternative . Specifically , in this case, there is no
uncertainty or decision problem for the totals 2 to 4 (which definitely
indicate a 0 ) or the totals 13 to 15 (which definitely indicate a 3 ).
Following up on our earlier discussion of continuous probability distributions
in figure 13.2, picture vertical lines in figure 13.7 extended from
each tick mark on the horizontal axis up to the dashed and solid lines , so
that each total of the three dice (under each of the alternatives 0 and 3) is
represented by a vertical bar. If the bars are assumed to have a width of
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Table 13.8
Probabilities
of the varioustotals, the likelihoodratio, andthe ROCcoordinates
.

Note: Columns2 and3, respectively
, arethe numbersof wayseachtotal numberof spotsas
listedin column1 canoccurwhena 0 is thrown, andwhena 3 is thrown, on the third die;
columns4 and5 arethecorresponding
probabilitiesfor eachtotal listedin column1; column
6 is the likelihoodratio for eachtotal listedin column1, namely
, the ratio of column5 to
column4; theFPPin column7 is the probabilityof observinga total numberof spotsthat is
at leastasgreatasthevaluein column1, giventhata 0 showson thethird die; similarly,the
TPPin column8 is thatprobabilitygivena 3 showingon the third die.

one unit, then the area of a bar (as well as its height) reflects the probability
of its correspondingtotal of the three dice. Becausethe probabilities
for eachhistogram add up to 1, the total areaunder eachhistogram equals
1. Hence we can add the areasof the bars to the right of a decision criterion
, for the left and right histograms, to give the probabilities FPP and
TPP, respectively. This operation may help you to understand the way
areasyield FPPand TPP for the continuous distributions of figure 13.2.
13.5.2 The Optimal Decision Criterion for the SymmetricalGame
What total of the three dice do you choose for your decision criterion?
The answer is straightforward for this symmetricalgame- " symmetrical"
in the sensethat the chancesof a 0 and 3 are equal (there are three of each
on the third die) and all benefitsand costs are equal. Here we need only to
determine which totals are more likely when a 3 occurs on the third die
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of thetotalsof threedice(for theodddie
of occurrence
of theprobabilities
Histograms
ratioforeachtotal.
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3
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sides
0
on
), withthelikelihood
spots
showing

than when a 0 occursand, conversely, which totals are more likely for a 0
than a 3. According to table 13.8, totals of 9 and greater are more likely
for a 3 than for a 0, and totals of 8 or lessare more likely for a 0 than for a
3. If you think of the optimal criterion then as 8.5, you can note in figure
13.7 that it occursexactly in the middle of the pair of histograms, that is,
"
"
where they cross eachother. This result is intuitively proper for a symmetrica
game.
Would you rather play the gamewhen the third die has4 spots on three
sidesinsteadof 3 spots? For this new version of the game, the histograms
are further apart and so your acuity will be higher, and the decisions
should be better and produce a higher payoff. Specifically, the right -hand
histogram moves one unit to the right . ( Now the total of 5 is a sure sign
of a 0, along with totals of 2, 3, 4, and the new possible total of 16 is a
sure sign of a 4, along with totals of 13, 14, 15.) Becausethe optimal criterion
" "
also moves one unit to the right , to 9.5, here you say 4 for
totals ~ 10.
13.5.3 The Optimal Decision Criterion in General
Returning to the first version of the game, with 0 or 3 spots, what now if
the third die shows 3 spots on four sides, rather than three? Or on two
sides rather than three? How do such changesin the prior probabilities
affect the optimal criterion? Given our earlier discussion (in section
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which is identicalto the formula given in section13.2.2.5. (As noted
before, a cost hasa negativevalue; hencethe absolutevaluesof benefit
and cost areadded.) For the gameat hand, wherethe benefitsand costs
are:f: $1 and:f: $5, you say"3" whenthe LR exceeds
-.5 X 1 + 1 = -2 = .20.
.5 5 + 5 10
13.5.4 The Likelihood Ratio
To use this result, you need to know the value of the LR for each total
number of spots. Table 13.8 shows the values of the LR in column 6; they
are the ratios of values in column 5 (probability of a given total if 3
occurs) to those in column 4 (probability of a given total if 0 occurs)- just
as we definedthe LR earlier in terms of heights of continuousdistributions
(section 13.2.2.4). You note in table 13.8 that with an LR criterion of .20,
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" "
you say 3 for totals of 5 or more - as it happenshere whenever the
probability of 3 exceedszero.
The LRs listed in table 13.8 are printed along the top of figure 13.7
where they indicate the ratios of heights of the histogram bars (the ratio
'
of 3' s heights to Os heights) at eachthree-dice total. If you draw a vertical
line there, to representLR = .20, at the tick mark between 0 and .25, and
extend it down to the bottom axis, you seeagain that an LR criterion of
" "
.20 leadsto saying 3 whenever the total is 5 or more (greater than 4.5).
'
13.5.5 The Dice Games ROC
'
To construct the games ROC, we must know the probabilities for TP and
FP for eachdecision criterion. I designatetheseprobabilities as I did their
proportions, TPP and FPP. We can calculatethe relevant probabilities by
applying the ideasused in the rating method introduced in section 13.3.1.
They are shown in columns 7 and 8 of table 13.8. Note that in this table,
the criteria &om top to bottom (2 spots to 15 spots) run &om lenient to
strict, and thus, to maintain the convention of section 13.3.1, where we
started cumulating probabilities at the strictest criterion, we begin cumulating
&om the bottom of the table. For illustration, considerfirst the probabilities of various numbers of total spots showing when a 0 occurs on
the third die- in column 4- and the correspondingvaluesof FPPfor criteria
set at those different numbersof total spots- in column 7. Reading
&om the bottom of column 4, we seethat the probabilities of total spots
equaling 15 or more, 14 or more, and 13 or more are all .000. For 12 or
more spots, the probability in column 4 is .028, and thus the value of FPP
in column 7 is .028. For the criterion at 11 or more spots, we begin to
cumulate; we add the probability of .056 in column 4 to the probability of
.028 in column 7 to determine the value of .084 in column 7. Moving up,
the probability of .083 in column 4, for a criterion of 11 or more spots, is
cumulatedwith the .084 in column 7 to show .167 in column 7, for a criterion
of 10 or more spots.
Look next at TPP in column 8, which is achievedby cumulating over
the probabilities of a given number of total spots showing when a 3
occurson the third die, as shown in column 5. For 15 or more total spots,
the probabilites in both column 5 and column 8 are .028. Move up in column
5 to the next row and cumulate .056 with the .028 in column 8 to
calculate the TPP of .084, for a criterion set at 14 or more total spots
showing, and so on.
In this way, by using the rating method describedin section 13.3.1, we
determine values of FPP and TPP for each possible decision criterion in
'
the dice game, and thus can plot the games ROC. Plotting ROC points at
the FPPand TPP coordinatesgiven in columns 7 and 8 of table 13.8 gives
points markedby IS along the ROC shown in figure 13.8. Thus, for exam
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pIe, the symmetricalcriterion at 8.5 total spots yields the point FPP= .278
and TPP = .723 as circled in figure 13.8. We can see that this criterion is
symmetrical becauseits point lies at the negative diagonal of the figure
where the error probabilities are equal: FPP= .278 and the false negative
proportion FNP is 1 - TPP or 1 - .723 = .278 (within rounding error).
Note that the slope measure5 of the criterion is obtained from the
'
slope of the line connecting that criterion s data point and the data point
to its left. For example, the LR criterion that yields the circled point is
1.25, corresponding in table 13.8 to a total greater than 8.5. And the
slope of the line connecting the circled point to the squaredpoint is 1.25.
Recall that a slope, here 5, is calculatedas the ratio of the increment on
the y-axis (Ay) to the increment on the x-axis (Ax). Working from table
13.8, Ay = .723 - .584 or .139 and Ax = .278 - .167 or .111, and hence
the ratio Ay/ Ax = .139/ .111 or 1.25.
13.5.6 The Game's Generality
The dice game makesconcrete the random distributions of observations
that occur for the two different stimulus alternatives. As described so
far, the game's two distributions have the samespread. The " signal plus
noise" distribution has the samevariation as the " noise alone" distribution,
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becausethe signal (a throw of 3 on the third die) adds a constant value
(i.e., 3) to the variable noise-alone observation (the total of the two ordinary
dice). However, as mentioned, data in most detection, recognition,
and diagnostic tasks yield distributions with different spreads. A small
changein the dice game servesto representthis case. For example, consider
a version of the game in which the third die has 2 spots on one side,
3 on a secondside, and 4 on a third side. ( Your task is still to say whether
the third die shows spots or a blank.) In this case, there is variation in the
signal in addition to that in the noise-alone distribution, and the signalplus-noise distribution will have a larger spread than the noise distribution
. In particular, the spread of totals when the third die shows some
spots will range from 4 to 16, insteadof from 5 to 15.
The dice game is a generalrepresentationof detection, recognition, and
diagnostic tasks in other respectsas well, as noted in the preceding discussion
. Thus it illustrates calculation of an ROC based on the multiple
responsesof the rating method, the adoption of a decision criterion in
terms of the likelihood ratio, the concept of an optimal (expected value)
criterion, and the measurementof that decision criterion by the slope of
the ROC at a particular point . An areameasureof discrimination acuity is
appropriate.
13.6 Improving Discrimination Acuity by Combining Observations
This brief section is included becauseit is basic to applications of signal
detection theory and, specifically, is central to the casestudy of diagnosing
breast cancerconsideredin the following section. The idea is that the
more observations that enter into each decision, the greater will be the
acuity afforded by those decisions(Green and Swets 1966).
Just how much discrimination acuity will increaseas more observations
are considered in each decision depends heavily on how correlatedor
redundant the observations are. Two diagnostic systems that are completely
redundant- that is, are always in complete agreement- clearly
offer no more acuity together than either one alone. At the other extreme,
diagnostic systems that provide totally different information give the
greatest potential for increasedacuity. As an example, you might expect
that repeatedmammogramsof a given patient taken by the samemachine
and same technician and read by the same radiologist would provide
more correlated information than ones taken and read under diverse conditions
. Pursuing this example, you would expect that a physical examination
of the breast and a mammogram would provide less correlated
information than two mammograms. The sameis true for a computerized
tomography or ultrasound scanof the breast along with a mammogram,
relative to two images taken by one technique. These three techniques
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differ physically in the way anatomical and physiological information is
acquired and displayed , and are correspondingly uncorrelated .
The largest increase in acuity that can result from combining observations
is when the systems that produce them are completely independent ,
or when the variability of a given system makes successive observations
from it completely independent . According to statistical theory , acuity is
then proportional to the square root of the number of systems considered
or the number of times a sample of observations is replicated . Hence a
doubling of systems or samples increases acuity by ~ , or 1.4. Thus a
substantial increase in acuity (40 percent ) results from doubling the number
of systems or the sample size (Green and Swets 1966 ).
We would like a way to predict the gain in acuity that results from
observations correlated to any specified degree . Then , in any particular
setting with any amount of measured or estimated correlation among
observations , we could determine whether the likely gain in acuity would
outweigh the cost of acquiring the additional observations . For example ,
we could anticipate the gains in acuity of having mammograms read twice
by the same radiologist or by different radiologists . We further wish to
handle observations that are more or less informative in their own right ,
that is, observations that by themselves afford more or less acuity of discriminatio
. In sum, if we have two observers looking for a given signal ,
we wish to predict their combined acuity if one observer is partially
redundant with the other and one is inherently not as acute as the other ,
by particular amounts .
Theory exists to make such predictions (Metz and Shen 1992 ) and figure
13.9 is presented here to illustrate one of the variables , namely , the
effect of correlation - but not the other variable , namely , the effect of different
acuities because that is too complicated to show . The figure shows
the
horizontal axis the factor by which the number of observations
along
is increased- moving , for example , from one to two to three to four observers
, diagnostic tests in a clinic , or perceptual features in a mammo .
On
the vertical axis is shown the theoretical prediction of percent
gram
in
acuity . Separate curves are shown for six degrees of correlation
gain
(as indicated by r, the correlation coefficient ) ranging from zero correlation
(i.e., independent observations ) to perfect correlation (i.e., additional
observations provide no additional information ). When there are more
than two observations , the correlations listed are averages for all
possible
pairs of observations .
It can be seen that predicted acuity increases sharply for uncorrelated
observers or tests (where r = 0), by 100 percent when increasing from
one to four . Any correlation between observers or tests or features acts to
reduce the possible gain in acuity from the additional three observations ;
for example , for r = .20 , the maximum gain is about 50 percent . For high
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Figure 13.9
Obtainablegain in discrimination
acuity&om additionalobserversor testsasa functionof
theirintercorrelations
(&om MetzandShen1992).

correlations , additional observers or tests or features are hardly worth the
costs of employing them .
Data my colleagues and I obtained in a mammographic setting are very
close to these predictions (as reported by Metz and Shen 1992 ). For example
, on the scale of figure 13.9, and with an average correlation between
pairs of observers of .55, the gain in acuity from using two observers
rather than one was 10 percent in one test and 12 percent in another .
These differences in acuity correspond to differences in Az of .024 and
.029 , and to differences in TPP at a value of FPP = .10 of .064 and 0.84.
These results are relevant to the study discussed in the next section , in
which the objective is to increase the acuity of mammography in detecting
breast cancer. With an imaging test such as mammography , radiologists
must know which perceptual features to look for , how much the acuity of
diagnosis increases with the number of perceptual features observed , and
how to merge the observations of features in a way that is sensitive to
their correlations and their relative contributions to acuity . Radiologists
"
"
should not , for example , double count , that is, give full weight to a feature
that contains information fully redundant with the information of
anot ~er feature previously taken into account .
13 .7 Enhancing the Interpretation

of Mammograms

We consider in this section some ways of enhancing the interpretation of
Xray mammography images in the diagnosis of breast cancer. This study
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was carried out with my psychologist colleaguesDavid Getty and Ronald
Pickett, and with radiologist and mammography specialistCarl D 'Orsi. It
shows how the radiologist's discrimination acuity can be increasedand
illustrates the types of factors that are involved in choosing an appropriate
decision criterion for a positive judgment. It has implications for
how performanceand outcomescan be substantially improved in a wide
range of diagnostic tasksof importance to individuals and society (Getty
et al. 1988).
The practical significanceof enhancing discrimination acuity in mammography is indicated by the fact that approximately 175,000 new cases
of breast cancer were diagnosed last year in the United States. Further,
early detection can reduce the number of deaths causedby breast cancer,
now standing at approximately 45,000 each year. On the other hand, a
large number of breast biopsies is performed on patients without cancer;
as mentioned earlier, that proportion is approximately 7 or 8 out of every
10 breast biopsies done in the United States(counting .all breast biopsies
done for whatever reason). Thus large benefitswould accrue&om increasing
TPP and decreasingFPP(D' Orsi et al. 1992).
13.7.1 Improving Discrimination Acuity
In mammography as practiced today, the " error rate" is thought to be
about 15 percent, meaning that the two error proportions FPPand FNP =
.15 (so TPP = .85). To increasediscrimination acuity beyond that level,
we developedtwo aids for the radiologist. The first is an aid to perception
or discrimination and is here called a " reading aid." This aid is a checklist
of the types of observationsthe radiologist should make in reading every
image- or of the various perceptible features the radiologist should
attend to , as discussedearlier in section 13.1.2.1. Eachperceptualfeature
on the list is accompaniedby a numerical scale that elicits from the
radiologist a quantitative
judgment about the extent to which it occurs, or
the radiologist' s confidencethat it is present, or a measurementby ruler.
The scalepermits a more finely graded representationof perceptualinformation
than the binary (present or absent) judgment that is typically
made.
The second aid, a " merging aid," is a computer program that merges
the severalscalevalues for the featuresof eachcaseinto the single value
they imply of the final decisionvariable, namely, the probability of cancer.
In our earlier terminology, the computer supplies a value of the decision
variable x that the observer can compareto a decision criterion value xc.
In the merging, the program takesinto account the relative importance or
"
relative weight" that each feature should have in estimating the overall
probability of cancer. That weight dependson how diagnostic the feature
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is and also on the degree to which it is correlated with other features, as
discussedin section 13.6. Radiologists can use the computer' s probability
estimateas advisory information in making their own estimate.
The intent of this approachis to retain for the human observer a task
that computers do not (at present) do well: detecting and recognizing
subtle perceptualaspectsof an image- and to delegateto the computer a
task that humansdo not do aswell: rememberingand optimally combining
several pieces of quantitative information. Severalprevious studies have
shown that an explicit formula for combining information gives greater
'
diagnostic acuity than an individual s intuitive combination (Davies and
Corrigan 1974; Ackerman and Gose 1972; Gale et al. 1987). Our approach
further compensatesfor human frailties by supplying the checklist,
which forcesthe mammogramreaderto be comprehensivein every image
viewed. In this study, we did not separatethe magnitudesof the effectsof
the two aids, which would require the readerto give an overall confidence
judgment before as well as after learning the computer-basedestimate of
cancer. Another study we made of the interpretation of magnetic resonance
images of the prostate gland, however, was designed to separate
the two effects(Seltzeret al. 1997).
Before these two aids could be specificallydesigned, we neededto determine
carefully the perceptualfeaturesthat should be included, and their
relative importances in diagnosis. In our approach, we begin with the
advice of mammography experts and proceed to certain perceptual tests
and statisticalanalyses. Our approachis systematic, as contrastedwith the
usual, almost haphazard, way in which severalseparateinvestigators publish
articles over a span of years about specific features they believe to
be useful in medical imaging. Our approachis carried out in a short time,
important in an era in which new medical imaging techniquesappear at
a rapid rate and are soon modified, and does not await an individual' s
motivation to collate and organize individual featuresin a review article
or book.
13.7.1.1 DetenniningCandidatePerceptual
Features
We took two steps to determine which perceptual features should be
examined as candidatesfor the final list to be implemented in the two
aids. The first step was a very direct approach. It consistedof a seriesof
interviews with five specialists in mammography in which they were
askedto mention all possibly useful features. The intent was to createan
exhaustive list, so that no feature of possible relevancewas overlooked;
this step yielded about so features. In several instances, no doubt, the
samefeature appearedwith different namesand noticeably different features
probably occurred that were highly correlated or conveyed a good
deal of redundantinformation.
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The second step was a highly indirect approach , where the mammog raphy specialists made quantitative , nonverbal judgments , as described
below , about what they saw in a representative set of mammograms and
these judgments were analyzed by a statistical procedure to reveal the
perceptual features on which they were based. The objective of this second
'
step was to reveal any features possibly affecting the radiologists
that
were
not
perception
previously verbalized and also to reduce and
refine the list of features that came from the interviews .
Specifically , in the second step, 24 mammograms were selected to
represent typical variations in both cancerous and normal cases and the
five mammography specialists (and three psychologists specialized in perception
) made judgments about the visual similarity of each of the 276
possible pairs of the 24 mammograms , on a 10-point scale. To these judgments
"
, we applied a statistical analysis - called multidimensional scaling "
(MDS )- that assumes that the degree of judged similarity between two
mammograms reflects the distance between them in a hypothetical perceptual
(Euclidean) space of several dimensions (Shepard 1964 ; Shiffman ,
Reynolds , and Young 1981 ). In this space, similar mammograms cluster
together and others diverge in various directions (and to various extents )
depending on the nature (and extent ) of the perceived dissimilarity . The
MDS analysis determines the several dimensions of the space implied by
the total set of similarity judgments and locates each mammogram in that
space; that is, it gives the coordinate value of each mammogram on each
dimension . We investigators then regarded these dimensions as candidate
features for the checklist .
The concepts and techniques of multidimensional scaling , and of similar
indirect approach es to determining features, cannot be discussed here
in any detail . To appreciate something of this approach , you can imagine
that a set of ratings of the distances between all u .S. state capitals could
be analyzed to produce a familiar map, in two dimensions , of the United
States. (The point of using ratings of distances, rather than actual distances
, in this state capital analogy is to reflect the statistical variation
in human judgments of similarity .) The MDS analysis of distances
between state capitals would produce the east-west and north -south
dimensions and give the coordinate values (here, :r and y ) of each capital
on these dimensions . A similar , two - dimensional analysis of mammo gram similarities / distances would show how two of the main features
of mammograms (e.g ., irregular shape and irregular border of a mass)
serve to place all mammograms in a two -dimensional space. Those with
high values on both dimensions (high :r and y , upper right quadrant )
would likely be malignant and those with low values on both dimensions
(lower left quadrant ) would likely be benign . Similarly , a table of straight line distances between all pairs of a set of stars could be used to construct
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a three-dimensionalspace
----a volume in which eachstar could be located
at its position relative to the others.
MDS analysisgenerally yields up to four to five dimensionsfor a given
set of ratings. In the present case, each reader made three similarity
ratings for eachof the 276 pairs of mammogramsin the selectedset, one
for each of the three major qualitative categoriesof mammographicfeatures
, calcifications, and secondarysigns). With four or so dimensions
(masses
produced by each of the three sets of ratings, the total analysis
produced about a dozen dimensions, and hencea dozen potential features.
The intent of using a judgment of similarity, that is, a global judgment
about image features, within a qualitative category, is to permit intuitive
and unlabeledaspectsof the image to have an influence.
A virtue of MDS analysisis that it yields independentdimensions, that
is, the perceivedvalue of one potential feature (for a given mammogram)
is not affected by, and hence not correlated with , variation in the perceived
value of another potential feature (as scaledfor that mammogram.)
Conversely, the features given by the specialistsdirectly in interviews
are not assuredly independent. Also, the MDS analysis assignsweights
to the dimensionsaccording to how well they represent the total set of
'
similarity judgments; those weights are an indication of the dimensions
potential importancesas diagnostic features.
and Designingthe ReadingAid
13.7.1.2 Reducingthe Setof Features

With the MDS results in hand, the specialistswere consulted as a consensus
group to help selecta set of the most promising features. The original
fifty features they verbalized were available for their consideration
along with the features suggestedby the MDS dimensions. The intent
was to selecta set of featuresof small and workable size, while keeping all
featuresthat were likely to be more than minimally predictive of malignancy
. The further intent was to determine what to name those features
and how to scalethem.
To investigate the featurespossibly arising from the MDS analysis, the
twenty -four mammograms the specialists had judged were arrayed in
order for them along each perceptualdimension in turn, according to the
'
mammograms coordinate values on the given dimension. So the specialists
could seeand discusswhat perceptualproperty seemedto be varying
on each dimension and agree on what it was best called. Taking some
examples from figure 13.1, the two massesin figures 13.la and 13.1c
would appearat the two ends of a particular array, which could be called
"
"
roughness/smoothnessof border. The calcificationsin figures 13.la and
13.lb would appear at the ends of other arrays, which could be called,
"
" "
"
respectively, clustering of calcifications, size of calcifications, and
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Figure 13.10
Illustration of a scaleof a perceptualfeature on a mammogram. Branchingor curvilinear calcium
elementsare indicative of cancer(at right ), whereaspunctate elementsare indicative of
a benign abnormality.

"

shape of calcifications ." Less extreme instances of these dimensions
would spread out in between . Pursuing the last of these examples, curvi linear calcifications versus noncurvilinear or " punctate " calcifications
would be a strong determination of visual similarity and hence would
define a dimension or feature . The investigators and specialists devised a
numerical scale for each such feature , as exemplified for curvilinear and
punctate calcifications in figure 13.10. For other types of features, the
scale was a reader' s confidence that a particular feature is present or , alternatively
, a physical measure of extent - for example , the length and
width of a mass or group of calcifications .
As mentioned , the MDS procedure reveals certain features to be highly
enough correlated with others so that not all need be retained . This information
was used, along with the relative importances of the features, to
reduce the set of candidate features to about thirty . The features described
in connection with figure 13.1 were confirmed as important by the MDS
'
analysis and the experts consensus. Mammography is a well - established
'
imaging technique of many years standing , and the features revealed by
our MDS analysis were among those mentioned earlier in interviews .
Hence the MDS analysis served mainly to help us select among the features
previously mentioned by mammographers . However , in our applications
of MDS to newer techniques , for example , magnetic resonance
imaging of the prostate gland , MDS analysis has revealed previously unsuspected
features. The same was true in a study of photographs of the
lens of the eye typically made to classify types of cataracts; features
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subjectsof entire books and manuals(e.g ., Lachenbruch1975), but I will
attempt to capturebriefly the intuitive essentials.Recallthat the mammog
"
"
raphy specialistsgave a rating on each of thirty features (in a master
set) for eachof 100 mammographiccasesknown to have canceror not. A
simple way to determinewhich of the featuresare quantitatively the most
useful in distinguishing cancerfrom noncancercaseswould be to calculate
from those ratings an ROC measureof acuity for each feature independently
. One problem with this approachis that there is no way to determine
which of the thirty features constitute an appropriate smaller set.
Another problem with this approach is that there is no clear way to
merge a set of feature values into a single decision variable, namely, the
probability of cancer, especially becausethe features cannot be assumed
to be independent. The form of discriminant analysis we used addresses
these problems by implementing a stepwise feature selection procedure,
in which features are selectedin order of their acuity after taking their
intercorrelation into account. That is, the procedure first selectsthe most
discriminating feature and gives a measureof its diagnostic acuity, then
selectsthe feature that is second most discriminating, when only acuity
beyond that offered by the first is considered, and measuresthe additional
(uncorrelated) acuity the secondfeature provides, and so on. This particular
second feature is not necessarily the one with the second highest
acuity when featuresare consideredindependently. The procedurecan be
terminated when additional features are adding only insignificantly to
total diagnostic acuity. If you think of eachmammogramas being represented
by a point in a multidimensional space(as in MDS analysis) that
has the final set of features (say, twelve) as dimensions, then the mammograms indicating cancer collect in one cloudlike region of the space
and those indicating no cancercollect in another. The discriminant analysis
determinesthe direction, or vector, through the spacethat best separates
the two clouds. This determination servesto reduce the number of
dimensions of the space to just one dimension, namely, the line represented
by the vector. The equation for that vector is a linear function of
the dimensions, and the coefficientsof the equation representthe relative
the featuresin diagnosis. The equation is called a " discriminant
weights of
"
function.
This function constitutes the merging aid when individual mammogram
casesare read. Scale values assignedby the reader to the features of a
'
given caseare multiplied by their respective weights (the function s coefficients
) and added together to yield a discriminant score. In effect, the
mammogrambeing read is representedas a point along the discriminant
vector. This point or score is then translated into a probability that the
mammogramat hand reflects the presenceof cancer, and this probability
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is the advisory estimatethat is given as an aid to the mammogramreader
(Getty et al. 1988).
13.7.1.5 ErperimentalTestof the Effectiveness
of theAids
Six other radiologists, experienced but not specialized in mammography, read a different set of cases(58 cancer, 60 noncancer) to provide an
evaluation of the effectivenessof the two aids. They read the casesfirst in
their usual mannerwithout the aids (" standardcondition" ) and then, after
six months, with them (" enhanced condition" ). In both instances, the
readersgave their degree of confidence, on a five-category scale, that a
cancer was present. The rating method described in section 13.3.1 was
used to construct an ROC for each reader in each condition. A group
ROC for each condition was obtained by pooling the rating data of the
individual readers.
Figure 13.11 shows the ROCs for standardand enhancedconditions for
the group of six readers. The lower curve, for the standardreading, has an
acuity measure(as defined in section 13.3.3) of Az = .81. The upper curve,
for the enhancedreading, has an Az = .87. All six readers showed an
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effect in the same direction, of about the same size; thus the finding is
highly unlikely to arise from chanceor random variation.
As a control condition in the experiment, to help assure that the
observed difference was due to the aids, three of our readersreread the
casesin the standardmode just before making the enhancedreadingsand
the other three reread the casesin the enhancedmanner six months after
the first enhancedreading. The Az values for rereadingsin the standard
mode were essentiallythe sameas the Az values for the original standard
reading, indicating that the passageof six months did not bring an increase
in Az. Likewise, the Az values in the first and second enhanced
readingswere almost identical, indicating that the enhancementproduced
by the aids would' be sustainedover time. Incidentally, the aids brought
the nonspecialists performance up to that of the specialists. That improveme
be even better than it looks, becauseour measureof the
' may
specialists performance, while ostensibly in a standard condition, was
obtained after their experience in the interview, MDS study, and consensus
conference, and we believe this measureis higher than it would be
had it been taken prior to that intensive experience.
13.7.1.6 Clinical Significance
of the ObservedEnhancement
More informative for purposesof this study than the overall acuity measures
are the specificgains in TPP, reductionsin FPP, or both that the aids
criterion for recommending a biopsy
produced. Consider a decision
that yields a point on the " standard" ROC at FPP= .20, TPP = .67, as
indicated in figure 13.16 where the short dashed lines meet. It can be
seen that for the same value of FPP= .20, the " enhanced" ROC shows
TPP = .80- an improvement in TPP of .13, or an increaseof 19 percent.
the aids as a reduction in
Turning insteadto the gain in acuity afforded by
FPP, it can be seen that for TPP = .67, the " enhanced" FPP= .08; this
value of .08 is .12 less than the " standard" FPP of .20 (a decreaseof 60
percent). The indication here is that, for 100 patients with cancer, the aids
will permit detection of cancersin about 13 additional patients (an increase
from 67 to 80); alternatively, for 100 patients without cancer, they
will permit avoidance of an unnecessarybiopsy in about 12 additional
patients (a decreasefrom 20 to 8). Other balancesare possible in making
use of the observedgain in acuity, for example, a simultaneousincreasein
TPP and decreasein FPPof approximately .06 each (a 9 percent increase
in the TPP and a 30 percent decreasein the FPP).
Following this indication of the value of our feature-basedapproachto
mammography, we have begun to design a computer-basedtutorial program
for training new radiologists and for the continued education of
practicing radiologists (Getty et al. 1992). We consider the possibility-
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given that the perceptualfeature approach does not depend on a knowledge
of underlying anatomy and pathology- that paramedics can be
trained and assistedin reading mammogramswith good acuity, a result
of especial value in areas or countries where radiologists are in short
supply.
13.7.2 Optimizing the Decision Criterion

Choosing an appropriate decision criterion in almost any practical setting
is difficult, and how to do so in mammographyis by no meansclear. The
aim of the next few paragraphsis to indicate that decomposing the discriminat
and decision processes is critical and that concepts of the
criterion
optimal
provide a structure for analyzing the problem and for
toward
a
consensus
.
moving
13.7.2.1 TheExpectedValueOptimum
Can the expected value definition of the optimal decision criterion be
applied in this medical setting? As discussed in section 13.2.2.4, one
would need to estimate the prior probability of cancerin the population
of patients and to assignnumericalbenefits and costs to the four possible
outcomes. Data are available on prior probabilities (called
diagnostic
"
"
prevalences in medicine) for two major populations, the population
involved in a screeningprogram for women in generaland the population
of patients who appearat a referral center becausethey have a high risk
for breast canceror becausea physical examination suggestedthe possibility
of a lump. The prior probability of cancerin screeningpopulations
is about .02; in referral populations, about .32. This implies a sixteen
fold difference in the optimal LR or slope measure5 and, for any set of
benefits and costs, would call for a large difference in the decision criterion
adopted in the two settings, with a far more lenient criterion being
appropriate for the referral setting. There have been several attempts,
as discussedin the literature on medicaldecisionmaking, to develop ways
to assign benefits and costs to diagnostic outcomes (e.g ., Weinstein and
Fineberg 1980). However, such an assignment is always very difficult
when human lives are evaluated, and individual opinions may differ
widely . One way to soften the demandsof the expectedvalue definition
is to quantify its overall ratio of benefits and costs without assigning all
four individual values: benefit (TP), cost (FP), benefit ( TN), and cost (FN).
One could say, for example, '1 would five times rather be right when
condition A exists (when canceris present) than when condition B exists
"
(when canceris not present). Combining just that ratio with the ratio of
prior probabilities is enough to specify an optimal criterion.
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13.7.2.2 TheOptimal CriterionDefinedby a ParticularFalsePositive
Proportion
Another way to bypassexplicit benefitsand costs is to selectthe criterion
that satisfiesa specified limit on FPP. This definition of the criterion is
used in testing statistical hypotheses, where the limit on FPP (the " type I
"
"
error , or level of significance") is usually .05 (or .02 or .01). With this
criterion, benefits and costs are consideredonly tacitly in arriving at the
proportion of falsepositive errors that can be tolerated. Anecdotally, this
tolerable FPPis often thought to be around .10 in medicalcontexts.
13.7.2.3 SocietalFactorsin Settinga Criterion

The problem of choosing an appropriate decision criterion is illuminated
by looking directly at the valuesof FPPand TPP that are ~ttainable. Take
the top ROC in figure 13.5 as an approximation to the performanceof
mammography(perhapsa little generous). The FPP= .10 just mentioned
allows a TPP = .80. There is a strong desire in medical circles to increase
that TPP- to .90, say- becausemissing 2 of 10 patients with cancer
seemslike too many. But TPP = .90 brings along a FPP= .20. And a further
increase to TPP = .95 carries an increase to FPP= .35. Consider
further those last two ROC operating points: TPP can be increasedfrom
.90 to .95 at a price of increasingFPP from .20 to .35. Consider them in
connection with a screeningpopulation, wherein, as I mentioned, about 2
percentof the patients have a breastcancer. In a sampleof 5,000 patients,
100 will have cancerand 4,900 will not; hence, at the more lenient criterion
, 95 insteadof 90 of the 100 cancerswill be detected. Meanwhile, the
number of unnecessarybiopsies will increase by 735- from 4,900 xi
= 980 up to 4,900 x .35 = 1,715. Detecting 5 more cancersat a price
of 735 more unnecessarybiopsies does not make the more lenient criterion
an obviously better balance of TPP and FPP than that of slightly
stricter criterion. Choosing between those or any two criteria would seem
to require somequantitative analysisof costsand benefits. Then again, the
wishesof individual patients and their physiciansmay dominate, and both
patients and physicians tend to read and interpret the odds very conservative
. When physicians are asked to say how Iowa probability of
cancerwill lead them to recommendbiopsy, they indicate a range in the
neighborhood of .05.
That the yield of biopsy is 20 to 30 percent in the United Statessuggests
that the decision criterion is set with the desires of individual
patients and physicians in mind, rather than with a focus on what might
be regardedas a cost-effective approachfor society as a whole. England's
yield of about 50 percent reflectsa noticeably stricter criterion, one possibly
more mindful of society' s requirements. Societal strictures may be
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effected by regulation or by the availability of services. As I observed
earlier, if the U.S. population were to follow the national guidelines for
mammographicexaminations, thus requiring exams in much larger numbers
, and if the current criterion for biopsy were retained, there would
probably not be enough surgeons and pathologists available to supply
the resulting number of recommendedbiopsies. At that point, the issueof
choosing an appropriatedecision criterion would take on a saliencethat is
not apparentnow.
13.7.3 Adapting the Enhancementsto Medical Practice

Now that we have a way to increasediagnostic acuity in mammography
and a way to think about the decision criterion for recommendingtreatment
, how might theseresultsbe put into practice? In a project just underway
, my colleaguesand I are working on a computer system that will
embedtheseenhancementsin a network of severalrelated work stations. I
am pleasedto say that the radiologists with whom we work have been
very cooperative. Somemay regret systematizationat the expenseof art
in reading images, but radiologists are scientifically and quantitatively
minded and most can be expected to adopt a system that provides a
demonstratedgain in acuity.
Another benefit that derives &om the present approach is a stan'
dardization of radiologists reports to referring clinicians and surgeons.
There is now a good deal of clamor nationally among associationsrepresenting
the recipients of those reports, and several government agencies
have worked with the American College of Radiology to bring about a
standardized vocabulary for the prose reports. In the system we are
'
building, the radiologist s key presses(or spoken words) to indicate scale
values to the computer will be converted automatically to corresponding,
appropriate sentencesin the report (Swets et al. 1995). In fact, the perceptual
featuresas named in the study describedabove are the elementsof a
standardvocabulary or lexicon currently espousedby the American College
'
of Radiology (Kopansand D Orsi 1992).
Though no data exist, I believe that standardizing perception in mammography (the scaling of features) will give better results than standardizing language alone. The time saved for the radiologist by automatic
report generation may compensateeffectively for whatever additional
time is required by explicitly scaling perceptual features in reading an
image. Moreover, the reports can be delivered to their intended recipients
as they are generated. Reportscan also be stored in a database
, along with
which
afford
several
benefits
. Individual
outcome
data
,
may
subsequent
tutorials
tailored
to the
can
be
assisted
to
greater acuity by
radiologists
features
.
need
for
how
better
to
scale
,
,
knowledge they
example
particular
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A databasecan also assist in standardizing decision criteria across the
radiologists in a given hospital, say, by reporting the yields of biopsies
they recommend. On another tack, digital imagery will permit radiologists
to securesecondopinions &om anywhere, in feature-by -feature detail, and
to resolve differences of opinion by reference to quantitatively scaled
features. Finally, there is a possibility that the use of a standard, approved
'
procedurewill reducea practitioner s liability in suits for malpractice.
The next section briefly describesanother possible application to the
interpretation of diagnostic images. But note that images are not essential
to this approach. Neither, for that matter, is a two -alternative response.
One might, for example, develop featuresrelated to a psychiatric patient
'
- the
patient s nonadaptive behavior, risk level for dangerousbehaviors
or chemical dependencies
, social resources
, and so on- and, in turn,
develop a system that combines ratings of those features to enable a
choice among severalgraded treatment possibilities, ranging acrossstandard
outpatient treatment, more &equent visits, and acute inpatient care.

13.8 Detecting Cracksin Airplane Wings: A SecondPractical
Example
The possibilities for improving discrimination acuity and adopting an
appropriate decision criterion , as demonstrated for mammography , exist
in similar diagnostic fields. Consider an example &om materials testing ,
wherein the imaging techniques of ultrasound and eddy current are used
to visualize flaws in metal structures . The specific example is the detection
of cracks in airplane wings by maintenance personnel . Incidentally , a
diagnostic extension of this simple detection task that involves recognition
as well requires a characterization of the severity of a flaw in order
to project the time course of its developing into something still more
serIous.

13.8.1 Discrimination Acuity and the Decision Criterion

There is clearly a lot at stake here: a false negative decision can lead to a
catastrophicaccidentand dramatic loss of lives. Still, a false positive decision
takesa planeout of serviceunnecessarilyat substantialcostsin dollars
and convenience. On balance, as in mammography, the costs and benefits
seem to suggest a lenient criterion for declaring a flaw. On the other
hand, the prior probability of a dangerousflaw, although increasingwith
an aging fleet of airplanes, is still very low , and low prior probabilities,
even with moderatecriteria, tend to produce a large number of false positives
, possibly so large as to be unworkable. Thus attention to both discriminatio
acuity and the decision criterion is required.
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13.8.2 Positive Predictive Value

The idea that airplane fleet operators cannot just proceed with a lenient
decision criterion, accepting many false positives in order to reduce false
negatives to near zero, may need support. An important concept in this
connection and many others is the predictive value of a positive decision.
The positivepredictivevalue(PPV) is the proportion of positive responses
that are true. In the two -by -two array of table 13.2, it is defined as
af(a + b); that is, it is a TP proportion basedon the occurrenceof the response
(row sum), rather than the TPP based on the occurrenceof the
stimulus (column sum) that I have emphasizedthus far. It is also referred
"
"
to as the inverse TP proportion , becauseit goes backward from response
to stimulus. Note that I introduced this concept in speakingof the
of
the biopsy procedure in the mammography study. The point is
yield
that low prior probabilities and lenient decision criteria conspire to produce
"
'
"
a low PPV, such that the observers decisionsoften cry wolf when
there is no wolf .
I have looked at the values of PPV that can be expectedin another aircraft
setting, where specializedsensors(detectors) give in-flight warnings
to pilots about various imminent dangers- including collision, engine
failure, ground proximity , and wind shear. Even when it is assumedthat
the detectors are extremely acute and the decision criteria are very strict,
the PPV can easily be lower than .05, so that only 1 in 20 warnings is
valid (Getty et al. 1995). Sucha low predictive value can be inappropriate,
"
"
for example, in a setting in which a simple fly -around by a plane in final
approach to a major airport a fly -around in responseto a wind shear
warning, say- can put air traffic control under additional strain for several
hours, and thus endangermany other aircraft in addition to the one
taking the first evasiveaction. In short, the cost of a falsepositive decision
is not negligible. In fact, pilots come to ignore warnings from unreliable
systemswhen they have other important things to do.
An example from medical diagnosis of the effect of low prior probabilities on PPV comesfrom testing for the human immunodeficiencyvirus
(HIV ) of AIDS. For low risk populations- for example, blood donors or a
'
companys employees the prior probability of HIV is about .003 (Bloom
and Glied 1991). Ordinarily , in such a setting, a positive outcome on a
typical screening test is followed by a more conclusive (and expensive)
, Dans, and Kinosian 1988). Using the College
confirmatory test (Schwartz
'
of American Pathologist s estimatesof test performance(TPP and FPP) for
the best screeningand confirmatory tests (Bloom and Glied 1991), I calculate
that after a positive result on both tests, the PPV is .13. Hence, 6 of
7 individuals diagnosedas positive in this manner are told they have the
HIV when they do not in fact have the HIV (Swets 1992). As another
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magazinethat appearedasI write (19 April ,
example, the issueof Newsweek
1994) mentions a study in which 65 exploratory surgeries for ovarian
cancerwere performed for every cancerfound by the surgery- to many
of us, no doubt, an incredibly low yield for a risky surgical procedure. The
prior probability (lifetime risk) of ovarian cancerwas said to be .015; even
for the category of patients at specialrisk for ovarian cancerbecausethat
diseasehas occurredin the family, the prior probability is only .05.
13.8.3 Data on the Stateof the Art in Materials Testing

NOIJ

The U.S. Air Forcekindly gave me accessto the data &om its major study
of detecting cracksin airplane wings. In the study, 148 metal specimens
with and without flaws were carried to 17 air force bases, where they
were inspected, in total, by 121 techniciansusing ultrasound imaging and
133 techniciansusing an eddy current imaging technique.
The performanceof eachtechnicianin this study is depicted by a point
on an ROC graph in figures 13.12 and 13.13. The impact of just a glance
at thesegraphs is the main result: the variation acrosstechniciansis about

Figure13.12
Relativeoperatingcharacteristic
(ROO data points for 121 technidansinspectingmetal
for crackswith anultrasoundtechnique
.
speamens
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as large as it could be. Consider the FPP as a rough measure of the decision
criterion and note that for ultrasound , FPP varies almost uniformly
from 0.0 to 1.0 , across the entire possible range . Some technicians adopt a
very strict criterion , others adopt a very lenient criterion , and still others
are in -between . For eddy current , the variation is less but still very large :
most technicians give an FPP between 0.0 and 0.20 , but several range
from 0.20 to 0.50 (Swets 1992 ).
Analyses not shown here indicate that substantial variation in the decision
criterion existed within a given air force base as well as across bases.
The variation in acuity seen in figures 13.12 and 13.13- ranging from
chance acuity at the positive diagonal to very good acuity near the upper
left comer - indicates that this aspect of performance was also not under
control . In acuity , however , technicians at a given base were quite consistent
with each other ; indeed , the average acuities of the several bases
varied almost uniformly across the full range of possible acuities (Swets
1992 ). This result suggests that the inspection techniques used at the bases
with high acuity could be analyzed and transferred to the others , much in
the way demonstrated for mammography . Similar variation across techni -
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clans in acuity has been found in other studies of materials testing , for
example , in the examination by eddy current of steam generators in power
plants (Harris 1991 ).

13.8.4 Diffusion of the Concept of DecomposingDiagnostic Tasks
As a counter to the example of medical radiology, where the ROC has
been used extensively, it should be noted that the ROC approachhas not
been picked up in the materials-testing field. Over ten years, I carried the
messagealong with the data of figures 13.12 and 13.13 to the Air Force
and the Army , and also to the FederalAviation Administration and a major
commercialaircraft manufacturer, and further to the researchlaboratory of
the U.S. electric power companies, to no avail. I am told that a tutorial
article in the field' s professional magazine (Swets 1983) has begun
recently to have some impact ( W. S. Brown, personal. communication,
December, 1995), but I have not been able to obtain the reports.
There are also blind spots within clinical medicine. For example, the
several tests for screening for the HIV of AIDS have widely different
'
acuitiesand decision criteria (Swets 1992). Moreover, each test s decision
criterion is held constant acrossdifferent settings, for example, whether
used on donated blood or to diagnose individuals- two applications in
which the cost of a false positive decision differs considerably. Further,
those criteria remain fixed when screeningdifferent populations of individuals
for which the prior probability differs greatly, say, from .003 (low risk blood donors) to .45 (methadoneclinic attendees).
However, again on the brighter side, the idea of using an ROC measure
of acuity is making noticeable progress in weather forecasting, where it
is overcoming resistancefrom advocates historically of other measures
(Williams 1985; Brunet, Verret, and Yacowar 1987; Sarrazinand Wilson
1987). The ROC is generally acceptedby evaluatorsin the field of information
retrieval (Brookes 1968; Heine 1973). A laboratory of the National
Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration is now examining the application
of signal detection theory and the ROC to in-flight warning systems
(Getty et al. 1995). If I have any idea about the unevennessin the acceptance
of the decomposition concepts, it is a matter of the size of the diagnostic
problem, and perhapsthe scientific versustechnologicalbent of the
people involved. University radiologists, laboratory meteorologists, and
information retrieval methodologists do studies and write articles, and
have the frame and peaceof mind to want to do them right . Managing
the nation' s aircraft travel, power plants, and diseaseepidemicsno doubt
attracts individuals having a different frame of mind and gives them no
peaceof mind. It is all the more a shame, but we can easily imagine that
technicalmatters that seemdifficult or esotericget blown off desksat the
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FederalAviation Administration, the Department of Energy , and the Food
and Drug Administration (Swets 1991b).
13.9 Some History

For a century in psychology, beginning with the systematicstudy of sensory
detection and recognition around 1850 (Fechner1860), the dominant
psychological position was that the two processes of discrimination
and decision were essentially one- that the discrimination process led
automatically to responseA or responseB. Decisions themselveswere
thought not to be involved; rather, the discrimination process included
an automatic threshold device that detennined responseA or responseB
depending on whether a particular, fixed strength of evidence was exceeded
or not, with the particular strength being detennined by the physiological makeup of the organism. There was' for some psychologists a
concernthat attitude could affect the observers responses
, but in general,
it was thought that discrimination acuity could be measuredwithout concern
that the measureswould be distorted or madeunreliable by variation
in a separatedecisionprocess.
The decomposition of discrimination and decision into two measurable
processes was suggested and made possible about 1950 by a general
theory of signal detection. The theory was developed by engineers
Peterson and Theodore Birdsall for theoretical devices- called
Wesley
"
"
ideal observers - in the context of radar (Peterson, Birdsall, and Fox
1954). The discrimination problem they addressed was to determine
which values of certain physical measurementsof electronic wavefonns
indicated the presence of a signal that represents, for example, the
approachof an enemy plane. The generality of signal detection theory is
indicated by the similarity of this discrimination problem and that of
mammography.
The decisionpart of signal detection theory was derived from statistical
decision theory ( Wald1950), which is an extension of the theory of testing
statistical hypothesesdeveloped by Jerzy Neyman and Egon S. Pearson in 1933. The earlier one-processview of detection and recognition in
psychology mirrored statisticalhypothesis testing in the fonn popularized
by R. A . Fisher at about the sametime (Gigerenzerand Murray 1987). In
detennining, for example, whether the mean of population A differs from
the mean of population B, a fixed decision criterion is assumed
, akin to a
fixed threshold, such that the probability of deciding A ~ B when in fact
A = B (a " type I error" ) is no greater than .05 (or .02 or .01). In the
broader decision theory, the placementof a variable decision criterion in
any instancedependson the prior probabilities of A ~ B and A = B and
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on the benefitsand costs of correctly and incorrectly deciding that A #= B
or that A = B. The use of Fisher's fixed criterion in statistical analysis
(with prior probabilities and benefits and costs being only tacit) is common
when making an inferencefrom data, that is, a " knowledge claim." A
variable criterion (with those situational variables being explicit) is more
appropriatewhen, instead, some action is to be taken.
Psychologist Wilson P. Tanner, Jr., and I (1954), working with the
signal detection theorists, proceeded to show that human observers in
simple sensory detection tasks (detecting brief tones or spots of light )
base their responseson a variable decision criterion that takes into account
the prior probability that a " signal" is present and the benefits and
costs associatedwith the various possible decision outcomes. Although
the human observers did not match exactly the optimal expected value
criterion, their criteria under different conditions of prior probabilities and
benefits and costs were highly correlated with the optimum. In general,
the empirical ROCs obtained from these observerslooked like the theoretical
curvesshown in earlier sections(Swets, Tanner, and Birdsall 1961).
This inclusion of nonsensory factors in the theory of simple sensory
tasks- " expectancy" and " motivation " in psychological terms- was no
doubt part of the spirit of the times as cognitive psychology came into
view. Gird Gigerenzerand RichardMurray (1987) have recently developed
in some detail how perceptual and cognitive theory have followed statistical
theory, how the human hasbeen viewed as an intuitive statistician.
In the human sensory experiments first following on signal detection
theory, the decision criterion was actually manipulated by varying prior
probabilities of the stimuli and benefitsand costs of the stimulus-response
outcomes. Without overt manipulaHon, you might suspectthat decision
criteria would vary from one observer to another based on individual
impressionsof implicit prior probabiliHesand implicit benefits and costs.
For example, one observer might want to demonstrate acuity by maximizing the true positive proportion , while another might want instead
not to issuea falsepositive response, perhapsbecauseit might be viewed
as an hallucination. Distinguishing such different tendenciesby isolating
decision effects is necessaryif acuity is to be measuredvalidly (Swets
1961; 1973; 1988).
JamesEgan (1958) soon extended the psychological coverageof signal
detection theory to recognition memory, that is, to deciding whether an
item presented(a word , say) was on a list shown earlier. Other psychologists
then applied the theory to attention, imagery, reaction time, manual
control, learning, conceptualjudgment, personality, and animal behavior
(Swets 1973). The first extension to a practical diagnostic problem was to
information retrieval, where one wishes to single out those documentsin
a library that satisfy a parHcular need for information and to avoid the
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irrelevant documents (Swets 1963). Lee Lusted (1968) showed the value
'
of the theory s decomposition of diagnostic tasks in radiology, presaging
hundredsof published applicationsin clinical medicine.
Some aspectsof signal detection theory, without the variable decision
criterion and ROC, were present in earlier psychological theory . For
example, in the 1920s, the innovative psychometricianLouis Leon Thurstone(1927a,b) proposedstimulusdistributions suchas those in figure 13.2
as part of an extensive statistical theory of discrimination, calling them
"
" discriminal
processes. For Thurstone, however, the two stimuli were
not polarized as positive and negative, and the (response) criterion was
viewed in the theory as being fixed at the symmetricallocation, where the
two curves cross. Hencehis theory did not go on to separatedecision and
discrimination processes.
The ROC was developed in signal detection theory, where it is called
"
the " receiveroperating characteristic, and is a unique contribution of that
. I alert you to the tendency of statisticiansto remark that the ROC
theory
"
"
is essentiallythe powercuroeof statistics. Rather, the power curve is the
S-shapedcurve of TPP plotted against the differencebetween the means
of two statisticalhypothesesfor a fixed, low value of FPP(e.g ., .05). Thus,
although the power curve includes the samethree variablesas the ROC,
it shows how acuity and TPP vary together for a single FPP. It does not
show the interplay of TPP and FPPfor eachlevel of acuity, that is, a variable
decision criterion, and thus gives no insight into the separation
of discrimination and decision processes. Indeed, what is essentially the
curve appearsalso in signal detection theory, where it is called the
power
"
"
in psychology,
betting curve, and it" has thrived for over a
" century
where it is called the psychometric function, without suggesting the
impact of the ROC (Green and Swets 1966).
Finally, a few commentson method and terminology, to help the reader
who may see the ideas of the chapter in psychological contexts. In early
sectionsof this chapter, I mentioned three data collection methods, which
"
"
"
I called the " yes-no," " rating, and paired-comparison methods. In
sensory psychology, where the incentive is to minimize criterion effects
in the simplest way, the frequently used paired-comparison method is
"
"
called the two -alternative forced-choice (2AFC) method. In connection
with the other two methods, both used to determine an ROC, I used the
. In psychology,
general terms true positive and false positive proportions
where the legacy of signal detection theory is most familiar, these tend
"
"
" "
to be called, respectively, hit and false alarm proportions. The three
methods existed long before signal detection theory (SOT) was developed
, but tended to give different results. SOT related the three methods
quantitatively and rationalized them by showing theoretically that they
give, under fixed conditions, the samevalue of a common measureof dis-
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crimination acuity (Swets, Tanner, and Birdsall 1961). Empirical demonstrations
of the validity of this theoretical prediction were important in
establishing the general validity of the concepts of signal detection
theory.
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psychology
Problems
13.1 Figure 13.2 shows probability distributions correspondingto stimuli A and B, respectively , and a decision criterion Xcat the midpoint (mean) of the A distribution. The likelihood
ratio of this criterion is 2.5. The value of TPP resulting from the criterion is .50; the value of
FPPis .15; as representedby hatchedand crosshatchedareas. What would TPP, FPP, and LRc
be for a criterion at the midpoint of the B distribution?
13.2 The table below presents illustrative rating scale data. Plot the relative operating
characteristic(ROC) for thesedata. Estimateby a graphical method the slope measure5 of
the decisioncriterion for eachdata point .
Stimulus

Response

Abnormal
(positive)

Normal
(negative)

I . very likely abnormal
2. probably abnormal
3, possibly abnormal
4. probably normal
5. very likely normal

350
50
40
35
25

25
50
75
ISO
200

13.3 What are the expected payoffs (averageover many decisions) of the diagnostic systems
performing as in table 13.3 (systemA ), table 13.4 (system B) and table 13.5 (system C).
if the benefitsand costs are TP = 10. FP = - 8, FN = - 4, and TN = 2? What is the optimal
likelihood ratio criterion. LRc. for eachsystem?
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-forecasting
13.4 Suppose
that the ROCsof figure13.6 give the acuitiesof threeweather
systemsfor predictingfrost that areavailableto a fruit growerwhoseproduceis susceptible
to damageby frost. SystemA (Az= .75) is the daily newspaper
; systemB (Az = .85) is the
's
NationalWeatherService
; and systemC (Az = .95) is a
predictiongiven by telephone
commercial
servicethat focuseson frost and preciselocal areas
. Supposefurtherthat the
optimaldecisioncriterionfor a particulargroweris LR, = 1.0. How wouldyou expressthe
that maybe achievedin movingfrom systemA to B to a
gainsin forecastaccuracy
13.5 Suppose
that the datain tables13.3, 13.4, and 13.5 wereobtainedin an evaluationof
threealternativedetectionsystemsdesignedto warna pilot of the possibilityof midaircollision
with anotheraircraft.The frequencies
in the rowsgive the numbersof warningsissued
) andnot issued(negativeresponse
) whenthe presentcondition
by the systems(positiveresponse
wastruly dangerous
(left column
) or not truly dangerous
(right column
).
Call the threesystemsA (table 13.3), B (table 13.4), and C (table 13.5). Which system
Whatis
wouldyou chooseif you wererequiredto put oneof theminto routineoperation7
the "positivepredictivevalue" for eachsystemthat is impliedby the data; that is, after a
, whatproportionof warningswouldhavetruly signifieda
largenumberof warningsby each
condition7
dangerous
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